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By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
While it has been five years and two Calloway County Judge/
Executives in the making, the keys to the new jail facility will
be in the hands of the county by Nov. 1.
According to Jim Woodrum of Architecture Plus, the Calloway County Detention Center will be ready to house prisoners
by Oct. 31, pending final inspection by his firm and the state.
Architecture Plus is the Georgetown firm hired by the fiscal
court to oversee the construction of the facility.
"The Kentucky Department of Corrections will conduct its final inspection Oct. 28, and will remain in Murray for the next
two days to train jail personnel," Woodrum said Monday. "Following our inspection and theirs, the county will be able to take
the jail over on the 31st."

BERNARD KANE /Ledger &

Times

photo

SNACKING LLAMAS: Wayne Bates shows off his live decorative oblects," or LD0s, Tuesday at his place
on 121 South. The llamas were purchased by the ceramic artist for their visual value on his land. 1 wanted
something nice to look at out the window," he said.

The fiscal court will hold an open house Oct. 27, from 2 p.m.
to 5 p.m., at which time the public will be allowed to tour the
facility.
The opening of the facility marks the end of a "long drawnout process," according to county Judge/Executive J.D.
Williams.
For five years, Calloway County has had to transport prisoners to other detention facilities after the state rendered the
II See Page 2

The next Make A Difference
Day is scheduled for this Saturday, Oct. 26, from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. at Roy Stewart Stadium
and will correspond with the
national Make A Difference Day
activities.
Along with recycling paper,
plastic, glass, tin and aluminum
products, three more areas
have been added for the recycling of eye glasses, motor oil
and non-perishable foods.
According to Murray Family/
Youth Resource Center Director Bill Wells, the Murray Lions
Club will be present to take in
old eyeglasses to recycle for
the needy and Taylor Bus
Sales will be on hand with an
area for residents to drop off
used motor oil for recycling.
Volunteers will also be available to collect canned and
packaged food items to restock
the severely depleted Need
Line pantry shelves.

KET set for
live broadcast
at MSU theatre
'Comment on Kentucky,'
hosted by Al Smith, will be
broadcast live from Murray State
University's Robert E. Johnson
Theatre i 7 p.m. Oct. 25.
An open forum between First
District Congressional candidates Dennis Null (D, Mayfield)
and U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R,
Hopkinsville) will follow at 8 p.m.
Seating for Comment on Kentucky will be available at 6:30
p.m. Seating for the Congressional forum will start at 7:45
p.m.
Tickets to both events are
free. Information about tickets is
available by calling (800)
494-7609.

WEATHER
Tonight...Clear and colder.
Low near 40. West wind diminishing to 5 to 10 mph.
Thursday...Mostly sunny.
High in the mid 60s.
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Growth spurt makes city plan imperative
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
The city of Murray has experienced a rapid growth spurt in thc
last several years.
One area contributing to the
growth of the city has been the
expansion of its facilities.
Facilities are one of four areas
being discussed in the city of
Murray's comprehensive ,plan,
which is a package of(Dleas
started in 1990 that focuses on
the existing infrastructure and the

'96

future growth of the community.
The other areas of the plan include land use, transportation and
goals an(' Aljectivr,
"For a town this size, we have
been growing pretty rapidly,"
said city planning and engineering director Butch Seargent. "I
don't think that growth has run
off and left our planning and engineering department, but it's
come real close.
"The reason I say that is because we're operating the city of

Murray from department to department with basically the same
amount of employees we did 10,
15
cv:•.^. 20 yea , ago. The e-ll;
is extremely efficient in my
opinion."
Seargent said the city's recent
growth will eventually cause the
department to take on additional
employees.
"We continue to upgrade and
improve our equipment," he said.
"The same employees can do the
same work, but we're reaching a

point very fast that we're probably going to have to have more
employees."
4..
4uch of the city', growth car.
be contributed to the rise of residential areas.
"We knew because of our utility location in the county that the
west, northwest and southwest
areas would develop," said Seargent. "One thing that Murray has
done very well is to take the opportunity to extend utilities out
into the county.

Clinton sounds as
if he fears his
own poll lead
nearly the same as its midSeptember survey: 53-36. That
compares to a California Field
poll last week that had the race at
48-38.
The Times Poll interviewed
1,551 Californians Thursday
through Monday, starting the day
after the final presidential debate
in San Diego and before Dole's
campaign announced it would
make a major, $4 million push to
win California's 54 electoral
votes — one-fifth of the 270
needed to win election. The margin of error was plus or minus 3
percentage points.
In Florida, where Clinton and
Dole were campaigning today for
the state's 25 electoral votes, the
race is much closer. Joe Lockhart, the Clinton-Gore campaign
press secretary, said the campaign's internal polling shows the
president with about a six-point
lead in the traditionally GOP
state.
An Election Day victory for
Clinton might not translate into a
sweep of other Democrats into

MIAMI (AP) — Can a presidential candidate be TOO far
ahead in the polls? Bill Clinton
seems to think so.
At every opportunity — and
he's taking plenty lately — Clinton is talking as if his comfortable lead in opinion polls could
be a liability on Election Day:
people will figure he'll win anyway, so why vote.
"This election is not over
yet," the president told a Democratic fund-raising gala at the
Biltmore Hotel in Coral Gables,
Fla., on Tuesday night. "It hasn't
even happened yet."
Even as he was exhorting his
supporters not to get lackadaisical, his campaign aides were
whispering to reporters about a
new poll that showed a 20-point
Clinton lead in California — the
biggest electoral catch and the
state on which Republican Bob
Dole is pinning his comeback
hopes.
The Los Angeles Times poll
indicated Clinton's lead was 54
percent to 4 percent for Dole, • See Page 3

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Imes photo

THIS IS RESEARCH: Jenny Sherman, a non-traditional undergraduate student majoring in special education at Murray State University, uses the rainy weather Tuesday afternoon to find books for
her students in the Calloway County Public Library.

Legislators stall on farmland conservation
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Questions about how a program
to conserve farmland will work,
including whether the politically
powerful will get a leg up, have
delayed a legislative committee's

approval of money for the
project..
The PACE program (Purchase
of Agricultural Conservation
Easements) was created by the
1994 General Assembly, largely

According to Seargent, growth
in the areas of hospital and educational facilities have also been
beneficial to the city.
"When you look at our hospiII See Page 2

Tests show
high schools
lagging behind

ELECTION

By ROBERT BURNS
Associated Press Writer

"Sometimes that can come
back to haunt us when we get
into annexation because we already have services out there. But
I think the growth has gone in the
direction that the comprehensive
plan had shown at that time."

due to the lobbying of then-Gov.
Brereton Jones and his wife,
Libby.

it in agriculture and prevent its
becoming an indus I site or
subdivision. The lanvWwner still
holds all title and can farm it or

The program buys development
rights to prime farmland to keep • See Page 3

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Elementary schools are setting
the pace in Kentucky's 20-year
campaign to improve its education system, state officials said in
releasing test scores today.
Just over half of the state's
public schools — 659 of 1,238 —
met or exceeded performance goals in a two-year test cycle that
ended last spring.
Of that group, 502 improved
enough to qualify for cash rewards. Employees of those
schools will share about $27 million early next year. Precise
shares have yet to be determined.
Nine schools were at the other
end of the spectrum, classified as
"in crisis." That qualified them
for special state assistance but
also made them vulnerable to a
unique sanction.
For the first time, parents of
children at schools in crisis can
elect to send their children to a
different school next year. State
funding, which is allocated per
pupil in average daily attendance,
would go with them.
Rewards and sanctions are at
the heart of the school assessment
and accountability system, a key
component of the 1990 Kentucky
Education Reform Act. The idea
was to hold schools accountable
for students' progress, or lack of
it.
The Department of Education
said 448 schools, or 37 percent,
also met or exceeded goals in the
previous test cycle, which covered- -1992-94. Education Commissioner Bill Cody callect. them
"pacesetters" and said their per• See Page 3
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•Jail...
year.
Last year alone. Calloway
County spent almost $500,000
transporting prisoners, according
to Williams, who was county
sheriff at that time.
Among other things, the state

FROM PAGE 1
county's old jail unfit for fulltime occupation in 1991
The county was ordered to
convert the jail to a 96-hour holdmg facility in February of that

1,-.‘,TaWridlir
•- e 4. ......_.,,,.., ,
' .• ,
#' _ _
- ...1 .1•
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"It's going to be a nice fl- sions pertaining to the jail's
construction.
ity," Williams said. "The inmate
Construction began and the
cells are mostly steel and conwent to court in August
case
crete but compared to the old jail
1995. One year later, a Graves
it's a vast improvment."
County judge ruled that while the
The facility will have a central
court did violate the open meetcontrol room, where jail officials
ings laws, the violations were not
can monitor and operate the enwillful,
tire facility and a multi-zoned
At that time, the jail was more
smoke evacuation system that can
drafiledw
afispani
cal ecnu
ulrt
ar. than 60 percent complete.
Weather and other factors pushed
zone so prisoners can be shuffled
the September opening back to
to other areas in the event of a
Oct. 31.
fire.
One of the last orders of busiThe new jail will also be
ness for the fiscal court is the apequipped with a close-circuit
Proyal of the jail's policy and
television monitor system and
procedure manual which will be
inmate
female
isolation and
areas, medical facilities and an
indoor and two outdoor recreation areas.
But construction on the facility •
hit another legal snag in March
PAGE 1
1995 when a local citizen's group
tal, they have a fantastic building
suit against the
program set up where they're
magistrates
P
The group alleged
constantly expanding and grow
violated Kentucky Open Meeting," he said. "Growth has also
ings Laws when making deci-

said the jail lacked a control
room and medical and recreational facilities. At that time, the
repair work would have cost the
county approximately $2 million.
After a back and forth battle
with the state, and four notices to
"scale-back" jail operations, the
county pled its case at an administrative hearing in Frankfort in
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month after the jail was ordered
.
closed by the state.
:4
7
L ..ort 1
While the state admitted the
.4
jail regulations were enforced
:I
t
t
equally statewide and did not
•
r
take into account a county's tax
*I
\
•
base, it still ruled the jail's physii,
cal structure "was unsafe for the
.
A
prisoners and staff."
'.- .
r,
o
The county then decided to
Charbe Aaarns - P'11,r-mac,s:
0
build a new 27,600-square-foot,
1
state-of-the-art detention center.
A •
•
The facility will house 125
•
i
.4 ,
b
pf
199
iso
3ne
. The
n, ah
sear
opipled
watsohe
thied fi
ne•
i
e
753-4175
•. (
,q c mer jail which was designed to
Glendale at ‘-‘ hitnell
., .... di, _. ..„.„ ..„,
,
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.
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hold 25 to 30 prisoners at any gia
ven time.
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When your doctor
t: writes for the bestI
Charlie's do the
•:.•1 letrest,
for all your
prescription needs.

,....
-,..„._ _Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

•

.

CAMRY ANNOUNCEMENT SALE
-- -- -. •
. R._
...ANS,

. lit

•Antilock Brakes
'Dual Airbags
•AM/FM Cassette
•Rear Window Defogger
•Overhead Console
.Power Windows
'Power Door Locks
•Tilt/Cruise
'Floor Mats
'Intermittent Wipers

Stock
#97070

- - -1,
-

229/.* 0.

"Whatever It Takes, We Want to be Your
Car and Truck Company."

P Pftt;e.
- f
2420 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN

Gaa

*

(

1

642-3900
(TOYOTA
1-800-325-3229

410idsmobile

'Legal Closed End Lease. $1,500 down payment, first month's payment, security deposit totalling $1,979.00 required at lease inception. Total of payments $8,244.00. Lessee may purchase at end of lease for
$12,933.90 Additional charge of 10c/mile over 36,000 miles. Pnces do not include taxes. title or license,
.
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Bei-Air Center
753-2310
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Offer good with mail-in certificate through
October 26 Available in most areas of the U 5 Se*
store for details Offer not available at outlet stores

Sale good Thursday, October 24 through Saturday, October 26
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Free factoryinstalled icemaker!
A $100 value!
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Seats low price

Super capacity
Super capacity
washer with dual
dryer. 6 cycles, 3
action2gitator. 26622 tern eratures. 66702
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33999
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Zenith 19-in TV with on/off timer tri-lingual' '
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on-screen menu and CaptionVision(CC)
:
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low p,.ce

Craftsman 10-in. table saw
Quick-release self-aligning fence and
built-in sawdust collection port Built-in
storage for rip fence miter gauge,
blade guard blodp wrench 22 1 76
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A. 230-pc. tool sot
All the tools of our 203-pc set plus
27 additional tools at no extra
chargel 3 quick-release ratchets

1
-
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Craftsman 16-in, scroll saw
Variable speed saw has a heavy-duty
cast iron base to dampen vibrations
Table tilts 45 for bevel cutting 23615
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Store Hours
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adequate stock of advertised items When out of
stocks occur, you have a cholCik 1) a "roinchock," or
2)0 substitute own at the som• poreentoge discount II
the item was reduced, or 3) an equal or better tern at
the advertised pric• if the ttem was net reduced
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normally at jtour Soars t
ANT CRUM DETAILS:
Sales tax, delivery or installation not included in
monthly payments-ehown Actual monthly payment
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. e need to be a step
pro
"bBlu
eitnsw
ahead of the growth. I'd rather'
See us stop growing rather than to
grow out of hand."
One way to avoid outgrowing
the government is to do careful
planning, Seargent said.
"The key is going to be reviewing this plan every five
years. And that's exactly what
we're doing right now. There's
no doubt in my mind that there
are some areas that need to be
revised."

GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK

This advertisement includes many rocluchons, special Excludes limited
offers, special orders and items not

4

'

Even though growth is a major
goal of the comprehensive plan,
Seargent said that the city needs
to be aware of outgrowing its
boundaries.
"I don't know if there's a realistic stopping point," said Seargent. "To me, the stopping point
will be when and if the community ever starts to outgrow its government. Then we've got big

I.
YOU CAN COUNT ON SEARS FOR SATISFACTION

i

II
.. ,4

isting land use map showing all
of the land use
the city
limits," he said. "The proposed Land use would indicate areas of
growth.
"That is a very important part
of zoning in the comprehensive
plan. In 1990, we did not spend
the time we needed to spend on
proposed land use."
While industries in the city
have continued to grow, many
have voiced the need for additional jobs.
"I don't think that there's any
doubt that our existing industries
have grown Since 1990," Said
Seargent. "But there's been a
need expressed in this community
for years that we need more
technical-type jobs that are
higher-paying.

plan."

Electric range with selfcleaning oven. lift-up cooktop
and black glass oven door
Electronic clock/timer. 93371

404,41.

-

,..ii- ---;-:.

--,

-

51999

Save $170

-

ogy," Seargent said. "Growth like
that will cause us to get the facilines we need in the future."
While some citizens are concerned about the vacancies
created by the closure of the WalMart and K-Mart centers in the
Central Centre and Chestnut Hills
shopping centers, Seargent sees
empty buildings as a potential advantage to the city.
"I've heard a lot of people say,
'Well, it's a shame because we're
going to have a ghost town out
there where Wal-Mart use to
be,- he said. "But when you stop
and think about it, the Wal-Mart
and K-Mart buildings are the best
property in the city
of Murray.
"I think that everybody from a
developing standpoint has been
waiting for Wal-Mart to leave. I
think that within the next year,
we'll probably see something out
there. We're going to see something very interesting happen
with that property very soon."
Another important part of the
city's comprehensive plan is its
land use projections.
Seargent said land use helps
city officials know how the city
is growing.

landing some of those type industries in the future. Securing those
types of industries needs to be a
big part of this comprehensive

tit
•I•

been evident in our school
systems.
"Murray State University is
very progressive and it's obvious
that they're growing when you
look at the new special events
center."
But perhaps an even bigger
boost to the city's growth has
been additions such as the new
200,000-square-foot Wal-Mart
Supercenter on Hwy. 641 North
which opened last week.
"They've caused our telephone
company to do things like run
new fiber optic lines out to the
need
ewedbuitilfdor
ing
theirbenceawustec
e htno
hely-

within

Kenmore
'

. :I . ' .,1

terwlisa-

iliali

The fiscal court will now focus
its attention on building a new
county judicial facility which will
be built next to the jail.

"We usually try to have an ex-

,
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*
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"As soon as we wrap everything up with construction and
get the staff trained, we will
waste no time in bringing our
prisoners back here," Williams
said.

Growth...
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discussed at a special meeting
Wednesday at the Weeks Center.
After final inspection and dedication ceremonies, the county
will begin transporting prisoners
back to Calloway County from
their surrogate jails Nov. 4.
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FROM PAGE 1
formance proved the goals were
realistic.
But schools at the rear of the
pack are falling farther behind.
the department said in a report
accompanying the scores.
"Schools' performance appears to be spreading like a field
of runners in a long-distance
race," the report said. "A third

of the field, mostly elementary
schools, is sprinting well ahead
of expectations while a smaller
but growing cluster of schools,
mostly secondary, is lagging seriously behind."
The department said 482
schools improved, though not
enough to qualify for rewards or
be declared successful. Eightyeight were classified "in de-

cline," one notch above the nine
schools in cnsis.
There were two oddities among
the decline and crisis schools.
Bell County High School
slipped into crisis after the department threw out test scores
that might have qualified its
teachers for rewards. The reason:
"testing irregularities" that included a tip sheet based on actual

test questions, improper explanation of test questions and lack of
security for test materials.
One of the decline schools was
Anchorage Elementary, from a
small, independent, district in
eastern Jefferson County that is
the most affluent in Kentucky.
The Anchorage Independent
district has no high school, and
its fourth and eighth graders

scored well above state averages
But the critical figure is how
much progress they made toward
the school's individual performance goal, said Ed Reidy, a deputy education commissioner in
charge of the testing. program.
"They didn't grow as much.
The question is: When do you
stop asking for improvement?"
Reidy said.

.,,,,,,,mt.
Ledger &Times
1001 Whitnall Dr.
Murray, KY 42071-1040
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•Clinton...
FROM PAGE 1
Congress. A New York TimesCBS News poll today said 48
percent of registered voters
surveyed said if Clinton were reelected, they would rather have a
Republican Congress. The poll of
1,148 voters indicated that 41
percent wanted a Democratic
Congress as well as a Democratic
president.
After a campaign rally and
several fund-raising appearances
in the Miami area Tuesday, Clinton was heading north to Daytona
Beach, Fla., today to wrap up a
four-day campaign swing that
took him to five states.
In Daytona Beach, he was
boasting about a new Health and
Human Services Department report being issued in Washington

The report says a record
amount of delinquent child support — more than SI billion —
was pulled out of federal income
tax returns for the 1995 tax year.
This is allowed under a law
passed before Clinton became
president.
From Daytona Beach, Clinton
was flying back to Washington
for a fund-raising dinner. It is the
finale in a series of three fundraisers Clinton attended this week
to raise up to $15 million for the
Democratic National Committee
and the party's political arms in
the House and Senate.
Until recent days, Clinton had
said little about his lead in the

opinion polls. Now that Election
Day is less than two weeks away,
he seems worried about complacency from the electorate.
At a campaign rally at Miami
Dade Community College on
Tuesday, Clinton boomed, "You
will decide by how you vote; you
will decide by whether you
vote." He repeated the point five
times during his speech.
At the Coral Gables fundraiser, Clinton resorted to a horse
race analogy, going to great
length to stress his concern that,
"All these polls are pictures of
horse races that aren't over yet.
"Now I know that there are no
gamblers in this audience," he
said. "But if there were people
who'd ever been to the horse

races in this audience, chances
are that several of them held the
winning ticket on horses that
were ahead at the three-quarter
turn.
"Some of them held tickets on
horses that were ahead in the
stretch. But the only tickets they
collected on were the horses that
were ahead at the finish line. The
finish line is Nov. 5. And I want

A Murray man was killed in a
one-car accident Tuesday afternoon in Southern Missouri.
According to a press release
from WSJP, Missouri police said

Arthur Osterdahl, 74, was killed
when his car struck the end of a
bridge on U.S. 160 in Oregon
County. Authorities arc still investigating the accident.

state money as a match. The legislature's Capital Projects and
Bond Oversight Committee considered the request Tuesday, but
delayed action until it can get
some answers to crucial
questions.
Sen. Tom Buford, RNicholasville, wondered if there
were any guidelines to ensure
that the well-connected did not
get first shot at what could
amount to free money to not develop property that the owner
may have no intention of devePick 3
loping anyway.
Pick 4
"Sometimes, those things kind
6-6-3
9-8-7-5
of come back to haunt us," BuCash 5
ford said.
7-8-9-12-33
Mrs. Jones, who was appointed
to the PACE board by her husband and is vice chairman, said
the board would consider such
Sponsored by:
Shell guidelines. "The political aspect,

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

quite frankly, none of us had considered," Mrs. Jones said.
Buford also wondered about a
list of potential farms that could
get easements the program has already put together.
"I don't want it to be a program where certain people in the
know get a jump on it," agreed
Sen. Bob Leeper, D-Paducah.
Mrs. Jones said the list of three
Woodford County plots, three in
Shelby County and one each in
Warren County and Jefferson
County, were hastily put together
to apply for the federal grant.
"We are in no way committed to
these names on the list," Mrs.
Jones said. "We're completely
open to accepting as many farms
as want to apply."
Leeper also wondered if taking
away development possibilities
would not hamper growth in
areas that need it.
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FROM PAGE 1
sell it. It just cannot be
developed.
The program has languished,
largely because the legislature
never appropriated any money.
Recently, though, the PACE
program received a $400,000 federal grant and wants $350,000 in

4800-

you to be there. I want you to
bring people there."
In a CBS-New York Times
polls released Monday, Clinton
held an advantage of 24 percentage points over Dole. In three
other national polls, Clinton led
Dole by 15 to 21 percentage
points. Election Day is Nov. 5.
Dole hasn't led in a single major national poll all year.

Murray man killed
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support payments.
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primary care medicine. As a group practice,
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available hours and comprehensive services in this
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health care plans that stress the use of a primary
care physician to you and your family for quality,
cost-effective health care.
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5.85% APY at United Commonwealth
Bank with at least a $2,000 investment.
And, if you're right on election night,
we'll give you a 25-basis-point bonus
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on your certificate of deposit!
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FROM OUR READERS
Think before you vote
Dear Editor:
Every voter should stop and consider the importance of their vote and
the consequences of their action before they pull that lever.
Remember one of the most far re-aching duty of the president is to
appoint federal judges who serve a lifetime. They are free to rule
according to their own bias and too many Clinton appointees have
proven that they care more about the criminal than the victim. Case after
case can be cited proving that his appointees have little regard for fair
justice and make unacceptable, unjustified rulings contributing highly
negative effects on society. Federal judges are now dictating parental
rights, sexual rights, Christian freedom, and the list goes on.
The next president will have the opportunity to appoint 175 federal
judges-about half of the total number serving. He will also have the
opportunity to appoint two or more Supreme Court Justices who will
also serve a lifetime and tilt the Supreme Court far left again. A liberal
supreme court has a proven record of reading into the constitution
anything that suits their fancy, many of which adversely affects our lives.
Can you trust a liberal like Clinton to appoint anything but liberaljudges
that will stick it to us and our children for years and years?
Also think about the consequence of Democratic control of congress.
Their rule for 40 years brought us disastrous failed welfare programs,
high taxes and big government rule by Washington bureaucrats. They
talk a good game to again gain control but be assured that they will revert
to their true liberal agenda. Clinton and the Democrats have proven that
they cannot be trusted to do anything else.
You are about to cast perhaps the most significant vote of your
lifetime. Its outcome will determine the course of our society and the
welfare of our nation for years to come. Think about it!
Edgar L. Thompson
6135 Clinton Rd., Paducah Ky., 42001

FRANKFORT — There has
never been any argument that Kentucky's effort to deal with juvenile
offenders is inadequate at best and
downright dangerous at worst. For
years, in fact, it was all too common
for so-called status offenders —
kids who run away from home, for
example—to be housed in the same
local jails with adult criminals of
every kind and description.
It was,in fact,the scandalous lack
of serious treatment programs for
juvenile offenders that caused the
U.S. Justice Department to intervene and the result was a consent
decree, signed jointly by then-Gov.
Brereton Jones and Attorney General Janet Reno here last year.
The decree committed Kentucky
to overhaul completely its juvenile
treatment programs and to build
new and adequate facilities for
housing juveniles, particularly those accused of committing violent
crimes.
Everyone knew at the time that
meeting the terms of the agreement
wouldn't be easy and certainly not
cheap.
Now legislators are expressing
shock at exactly how costly it will
be—an estimated $17 million,$10

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndkated columnist
million more than budgeted — and
fretting that they weren't told of the
cost.
That's rubbish. Everyone from
local jailers to last year's candidates
for governor knew that it will cost
millions to develop a proper program for handling the growing numbers of juvenile offenders in Kentucky. In effect, the state will be
starting from scratch.
There really isn't an alternative.
Even if there weren't a binding
agreement with the Justice Department, the state has a responsibility
to provide safe facilities for juveniles under its care and effective
treatment programs designed to
keep them from becoming adult
criminals.
At a recent meeting of the General Assembly's interim Judiciary
Committee, Ralph Kelly, the com-

appropriated before that program is
in place and operating effectively.
Kelly told the committee the state
in fact may need an entirely new
maximum security detention facility for the most violent juvenile
offenders. That became obvious last
summer when the inmates of the
existing facility in Jefferson County
rioted and police had to be called to
missioner of the state's new Depart- restore order because the staff was
ment for Juvenile Justice, said the inadequate and the facility itself
state will try to renegotiate some of contributed to the disorder. Fixing
the terms of the consent decree and the damageand correcting the problems will run about $1 million.
that's fine.
Whatever the ultimate cost for
One example Kelly used with the
committee is a provision that no buildings, staff and treatment progmore than eight juveniles will be rams, it must be viewed by legislaallowed to congregate at a treatment tors and taxpayers as an investment
center at any given time. That, of in the future. Every juvenile offencourse, would prohibit a pick-up der who successfully completes a
basketball game in the recreation truly effective treatment program
yard and even the federal govern- becomes one less adult criminal
ment surely recognizes the ther- preying on the public and costing
apeutic value of Kentucky's favorite the taxpayers untold money to
house in prison.
pastime.
The shame of it is that Kentucky
But that kind of fine-turning of
the agreement isn't going to save is so late in recognizing that fact. If
treating juvenile offenders had been
much money.
That mistakes have been made in taken seriously the last couple of
developing a juvenile treatment decades, perhaps we wouldn't also
program doesn't change the fact that be building new adult prisons every
a lot of money is going to have to be few years.

A questionable connection
Dear Editor:
1 do not intend to criticize the worthwhile activities of Life House in
offering support to pregnant women who choose to keep their babies.
However, the news release concerning the Life House annual banquet,
which has been published in the Ledger & Times several times, makes a
questionable connection between fertility and reproductive conduct.
According to the news release, the banquet speaker, Stephen
Arterburn,once pressured a woman into having an abortion. Years later,
he discovered that he and his wife could not have children. Eventually
they adopted their daughter. The implication is that the Arterburns'
inability to reproduce constituted a punishment for the abortion and that
God allowed the adoption as a reward for Mr. Arterburn's subsequent
penitence. What a great example of the logical fallacy called post hoc,
ergo propter hoc!
Following this line of reasoning leads to some disturbing conclusions.
There are many fine Christians (and, of course, persons of other faiths)
who are unable to have children, and there are many individuals
-blessed- with fertility who neglect or abuse their offspring. It is difficult
to reconcile these situations with the notion that the ability to bear
children has anything to do with rewards or punishments for earthly
behavior. Even if an individual's sterility is caused by his or her conduct,
it 1, still a consequence of such conduct, not necessarily a punishment.
Sarah Bane
3474 Faxon Rd. Murray, Ky. 42071

Democrats use scare tactics
Dear Editor:
Franklin Delano Roosevelt said, "We have nothing to fear but fear
itself.' He was right.
Unfortunately, the leaders of the Democratic Party have nothing
better to do than offer shameless scare-scams that prey upon our most
senior of citizens.
The Democratic Party has organized telephone banks to call seniors
and terrify them, telling them that the Republicans are going to sell the
lakes, take away their Social Security and slash Medicare.
These are lies of the worst kind.
Republicans have nothing but concern for seniors; many of the
freshmen congressmen who were elected in 1994 have parents who are
seniors—they sympathize with them and view them as model Americans.
They want to keep them and others like them safe and provided with the
best lifestyle possible.
Unfortunately, the Democrats won't let our seniors alone. Lees help
our seniors to fight off these people and their lies.
Let's get the Democrats to try something new—the truth.
H.M. (Roni) Ashbridge
3770 S.R. 120, Marion, KY 42064

Rescue course set Nov.2
Dear Editor:
This letter is to all emergency responders. I would like to urge you to
attend the Basic Urban Search and Rescue Awareness Course being
offered at Murray State University on Saturday, Nov. 2.
While this is a four hour course--from 8 a.m. until noon, it will be time
well spent, as special emphasis will be placed on basic rescuer safety in
search and rescue situations. We will learn how to rescue others with the
least personal risk to ourselves.
This class will be in the Occupational Safety and Health Training
Center of the Martha Layne Collins Center in Room 146, Mr. Rick Cox,
pisaster & Emergency Services Area 3 Coordinator from Owensboro
will be the instructor.
Hoping to see you there!
Peggy Billington
DES Director of Calloway Co.
607 Poplar Street, Murray, KY 42071

The deadline for publishing endorsement
letters for candidates is Oct. 31.

A

KANSAS CHILDHOOD

Is this any way to run a race?
NORFOLK, Va.(AP) — Some
days, Bob Dole seems to be running a classic campaign — for
vice president. He's holding the
cheerleading rallies in Republican
strongholds. He's the candidate
in the attack mode.
Traditionally that's what vice
presidential nominees do for a
ticket challenging a president's
re-election. They try to turn out
the vote and to turn up the heat,
while the presidential candidate
works to win undecided voters in
major states.
On this Republican ticket,
there's something of a role
reversal.
Even the party chairman ventured, on television, that it would
be a plus were Jack Kemp to aggressively attack President
Clinton.
That's what Dole is doing.
Dole is campaigning today in
Ohio and Michigan, vital states
where the polls show him far behind Clinton. He went there after
a Sunday spent in two states with
seven electoral votes between
them, and Saturday stops in
staunchly GOP regions of two
states in which Clinton is rated
the leader.
One was Virginia, which usually doesn't require such lateseason attention from the top of
the ticket. Dole campaigned in
Norfolk as part of the effort to
-energize Republicans in what
have been their strongest precincts in previous presidential
elections.
'He's at that task this week in

PERSPECTIVE' ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
4

six Southern and Southwestern
states that once were deemed Republican territory but now are at
risk.
Campaign manager Scott Reed
said the aim was to "turn out the
base of the party." In the closing
days, Reed said, the Dole campaign will have the best run and
financed turnout organization in
Republican history.
Kemp is part of that effort. The
difference in this campaign is
that it usually is the vice presidential specialty, while the presidential nominee concentrates on
persuading swing voters. The truism is that people do not vote for
vice presidents. But the No. 2
candidates can energize the party
troops.
By the weekend, Dole will be
back in California, now crucial if
he is to manage what would rank
as the greatest of presidential
upsets.
The Republican nominee has
intensified his attacks on Clinton
as unethical and beholden to foreign campaign contritutors. His
new California television ads
raise trust as his issue against
Clinton.
The Democrats arc countering

with TV ads defending Lie president's character, and accusing
Dole of taking improper campaign contributions.
"I think the character issues
are terribly important," national
campaign chairman Donald
Rumsfcid said in an NBC interview. "I may wish we'd brought
them up sooner ..."
But he also acknowledged that
Dole went on the attack at the
price of an increase in his own
negative ratings. Rumsfeld said
that was because the news media
and the Clinton campaign called
Dole's tactics negative.
Rumsfeld said the ethics issue
will take hold after the adverse
reactions have ebbed.
"This is like rap, rap, rap, tick,
tick, tick, every day," Reed said.
"We're going to stay on it." He
said the aim is to make Clinton
the issue and the election a referendum on him.
Still, even Dole acknowledges
that campaign finance is complex
'arid nobody's perfect. We all
mile mistakes." That complexity, and Republican campaign
contributions from foreign-linked
sources, could take the edge off
Dole's issue. Dole's late-

campaign call for sweeping reform in campaign financing was
a move to dramatize and simplify
it — but the Democrats quickly
countered that as a senator, he
had opposed reform moves.
Kemp said that in his vice
presidential campaign, he is attacking the administration too, on
the economy, on foreign policy
and on social issues. He said in a
CNN interview that he wasn't going to challenge the president's
morality or personal conduct.
"That is for the American people
to decide," he said.
Dole has said the same, that he
won't make it personal. "They're
not attacks," he said. "It's about
the public trust." But his is the
harsher line. He accuses the president of Watergate-style misconduct, of stonewalling, of breaching his trust.
That would have been a better
role for Kemp, Republican National Chairman Haley Barbour
suggested on CNN. "I think it's
always beneficial for the vice
presidential candidate to carry the
aggressive attack to the other
side," he said. "I do think that's
always a plus for a presidential
campaign."
"Well, I have nothing to say to
Haley Barbour about that,"
Kemp said.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.
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Pentagon contacts possibly exposed troops
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Pentagon says it needs the help of
the 20,800 soldiers who may
have been near the destruction of
an Iraqi chemical weapons depot
in March 1991 at the end of the
Persian Gulf War.
The military can't figure out
how many troops may have been
exposed to chemical agents unless it gets better information on
how many explosions took place,
how many Iraqi rockets containing nerve gas were destroyed and
exactly where U.S. soldiers were
at the time.
"Our search for information
continues," said a letter being
sent to the soldiers, signed by
Deputy Defense Secretary John
White.
"Since there is evidence that
chemical weapons were present
during the demolition of a bunker
and crated munitions in a pit
area, we are asking for help from
our people in learning more about
what happened," the letter said.
Besides the detonations of two
weapons sites on March 4 and
March 10 by U.S. Army engineers, the letter said officials also
were investigating a third explosion on March 12. "It is not
known if the unit logs containing
this report are accurate, or if such
a demolition occurred, or if
chemical munitions were involved," the letter said.
On Tuesday, Pentagon officials
also acknowledged that hundreds
more nerve gas rockets may have
been exploded than first thought,
if a third explosion occurred.
Pentagon spokesman Kenneth
Bacon said he did not know how
many soldiers have been contacted but that at least 600
thought to have been in the area
of the weapons depot had been
reached by telephone.
The Pentagon says that up to 2
tons of sarin nerve gas may have
been released when Iraqi rocket
shells were demolished at the
first two sites.
The letters ask Gulf War veterans to call the Pentagon with any
information they may have about
the demolitions and to register
with the Pentagon or the Veterans
Administration if they need medical assistance.
The units involved were associated mainly with the Army's
82nd Airborne, 24th Infantry Division (Mechanized) and the
101st Airborne Division (Air
Assault).
The Pentagon previously said
more than 15,000 soldiers may
have been exposed to nerve gas
but cautioned that the figure
could go higher.
Bacon said officials were trying to contact any soldiers who
may have been within a 50-kilometer (31-mile) radius of the
weapons depot during the period
March 4-15, 1991. The radius
previously was estimated at half
that size.
A CIA computer model of
weather patterns and other data
was being put together to help
determine the potential exposure
area and how many U.S. and allied troops could he at risk. But
Bacon said the Pentagon decided
not to wait for final results of the
analysis.
In June, when it first announced the possibility that
troops may have been affected in

unexplained ailments among Gulf
War veterans, the Pentagon has
said repeatedly it has found no
medical evidence of a so-called

the incidents, the Pentagon said
only about 300 to 400 Army engineers may have been exposed.
Despite persistent reports of
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Wedding to be Nov. 8
Joseph and Belly Cnmble of Cottage Grove, Tenn., announce the
approaching marriage of their daughter, Kathryn Lindsey, to Bobby
Franklin Kirks of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1989 graduate of Henry County High School,
Paris, Tenn., and is employed at Clifty Farm of Paris.
The groom-elect attended Calloway County High School and is a
self employed plumber.
The wedding will be Friday, Nov. 8, 1996, at 7 p.m. at Calvary
Temple Pentecostal Church of Murray:
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Murray BPW will meet Thursday
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club will meet
.Thursday, Oct. 24, at 6 p.m. at Seafood Express. Guest speakers will
be Betsy Hudson, executive vice president of Bank of Benton and
co-chairman for Clinton-Gore Campaign, and Adeline Betts, senior
political science major at Murray State University and vice president
of the Calloway County Republican Women. All members and
guests are urged to attend.

Extension Council will meet
According to a 1994 study, the sport with the highest number of
female viewers-6.3 million—was football.

Calloway County Extension Council will meet Thursday, Oct. 24,
at 7:30 p.m. in the auditorium of Weaks Community Center, 607
Poplar St., Murray.

Band Boosters to give away quilt

Harvest of Savings

Mr. and Mrs. Brad Misner

20%-50% Off
All Gift Items
cards
volive candles)

HOLLAND
DRUG

RA FT

CHRIS TrAs

Oct 26
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
Calloway Count‘,/ Public Library
710 Main St.
Muray Woman's Club
Creative Arts Department Annua, Bazaa•
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Doty and Misner vows
solemnized at church

Emmanuel plans fall festival
Emmanuel Baptist Academy at Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will have a fall festival fundraiser on Friday, Oct. 25, from 5:30 to 8
p.m. Door prizes, cake walk, games, chili/hot dog supper, etc., will
be featured. The public is invited.

Jill Doty and Brad Misner were married on Saturday, June 1, 1996,
at Carbondale United Methodist Church, Carbondale, Ill. The Rev.
Rebecca Branson officiated.
Parents of the couple are Mr. and Mrs. Bob Doty of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Misner of Hoopeston, Ill.
The bnde chose Becky Seaton of Waverly, Tenn., as maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Kim Reagan of Effingham, Ill., and Beth Totheroh,
Milford, Ill.
The groom chose Tim Britt of Malta, Europe, as best man. Groomsmen were Toby Misner, brother of the groom, and David Creekmore,
Plainfield, Ind. Ushers were Aaron Doty, brother of the bride, and Israel Smith, cousin of the groom.
A reception followed at the Southern Illinois University Renaissance Room. Hostesses were Pat and Leslie Swanson. Katie Luchterfeld was guest register attendant.
After a Carribean cruise and Disney World honeymoon, the couple
is residing at Carbondale, Ill.
The bride is a 1993 graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor's degree in Education, and a 1994 graduate of Eastern Illinois
University with a master's degree in Sports' Administration. She is
employed as an assistant volleyball coach at Southern Illinois
University.
The groom is a 1990 graduate of Danville Area Community College. He earned a bachelor's degree in Education from University of
Tennessee at Martin, Tenn. He is employed as a teacher and coach in
the Egyptian School District, Tamms, Ill.

109 S. 4th St. • 753-1462
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

C

Murray Band Boosters will raffle off a homemade quilt at the
football game on Friday, Oct. 25. Tickets are $1 each or six tickets
for $5. For more information call any band booster or 759-1082.

Eastwood plans fall festival
Eastwood Christian Academy will have a fall festival on Friday,
Oct. 25, from 4:30 to 9 p.m. at the school, one mile out on Highway
94 East. Food and games will be featured. At 7 p.m. an auction of
new items donated by area businesses and good used items donated
by parents will be held. For information call 753-7744.

Technology Committee will meet
Technology Committee of Southwest Elementary School Sitebased Decision Making Council will meet Thursday, Oct. 24, at 3
p.m. at the school. The public is invited.

MHS will distribute report cards
Murray High School will distribute report cards to all students
during homeroom today (Wednesday), according to officials of the
school. Parents are asked to check their students' progress.

CCHS will distribute report cards
Calloway County High School will distribute report cards to all
students during homeroom today (Wednesday), according to Principal Jerry Ainley.

Brunch, Bake and Book Sale Saturday
A Brunch, Book and Bake Sale by First United Methodist Church
Women will be Saturday, Oct. 26, from 8 to 11:30 a.m. Brunch
ticket prices will be Adult, $4, Kids, $2, and Family, $12, and may
bepre:purchased or will be available at the door. The public is
invited

Ottobtritst
(),:„,„.

'Hallelujah House!' at Coldwater

26

"Hallelujah House!" will be Saturday, Oct. 26, at 5 p.m. at Coldwater United Methodist Church. Games and refreshments will be
from 5 to 6:30 p.m.; Break the Pinata at 6:30 p.m.; and "Let My
People Go," a short play featuring youth from the church at 7 p.m.
Door prizes will given for oldest and youngest person attending. The
public is invited.

0.~
Rdmission is
FRE"
st ts PartsIt

Octoberfest planned Saturday
"Octoberfest" will be Saturday, Oct. 26, from noon to 8 p.m. at
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic Church. This will include adult
and children's games; authentic German food including bratwurst,
sauerkraut and potato salad; and an auction from 5 to 6 p.m. and 7 to
8 p.m. Admission is free.

Kirksey-Goshen to have Bible School
Rdult and Children Games

A joint Bible School for children, kindergarten through sixth
grade, for Kirksey and Goshen United Methodist Churches will be
Saturday, Oct. 26, at 2 p.m. at Kirksey church. At 5 p.m. there will
be hot dogs and a hay, ride.

Ruthentie German food
1111rastwaarst / Bassaarrearamat / foortasto Bid

PAAMI meeting on Thursday

KATHERINE P MORRIS photo

Rn Ruction Will Be Held
5:00-6:00pm & 7:00-8:00 pm
_/1114:

^I*
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Don't Let the Goblins
Get You...

DR. AUCE KOENECKE, second right, presented a program on "Thomas
Merton," a Roman Catholic monk and popular spiritual writer of his
time, 1915-1968, at the September of Murray Magazine Club held at
Dutch Essenhaus with Inez Claxton, second left, hostess. Sally Crass,
left, gave the devotion and Eva Morris, president, Is pictured right. The
club will meet Thursday, Oct. 24, at 2 p.m. at the home of Edith
Garrison.
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Paula Campbell
Professional G roonser
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Call (502) 753-6749
Open Monday thru Friday 8-5
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/
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October 26-30, Ticket Sales 7-? Oek
Calloway County Fairgrounds - Hwy. 121 N., Murray
For Group Rates Call:

4.00 Admission

Pet
Grooming
Services

By Appointment Only

at the

HRUNIEF

Purchase Area Alliance for the Mentally Ill (PAAMI) will meet
Thursday, Oct. 24, at 7 p.m. in the Oval Room, Lourdes Hospital
ground floor, Paducah. PAAMI is a support/advocacy group for persons with a neuro-biological disorder and their families and friends.
For information or transportation call Phyllis Dale Gibbs at
j 435-4138.

753-7319 or 767-0370

Westside
Veterinary
Service

ogfe

Proceeds go toward A Family Chnstrnas• project 4 other Murray Calloway County Fair Board projects

Located on 1271 Robertson Rd. S., Murray
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South Pleasant
Grove Club has
luncheon meeting
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club met Wednesday,
Oct. 9, for a luncheon meeting at
Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant.
"Butterfly Gardening" was the
lesson presented by Donna
Jackson.
luta Hutson, president, opened
the meeting and gave the devotion. The secretary and treasurer,
Donna Jackson, gave her reports.
Mrs. Hutson announced
County Annual Day on Oct. 11 at
Racer Inn. Annual dues were
collected.
The next meeting will be Wednesday, Nov. 13, at 1:30 p.m. at
the home of luta Hutson.

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916
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MARIE A FORRESTER photo

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH NOEL MARKET will be Saturday, Nov. 2, at
the church, located off the cour square in downtown Murray. Rebecca
Landolt is shown with a quilt made by Alberta Korb which will be given
away at the bazaar. The quilt is the Ohio Star pattern, is handquilted,
and is wine and cream colored. The market will open at 8 a.m. and a
soup luncheon will served beginning at 11 a.m. Tickets for the quilt will
be available at the door.

Steely girl is
born Oct. 13
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Steely of
1607-B Dodson, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Sarah
Catherine Steely, born on Sunday, Oct. 13, 1996, at 8:35 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 12 oucnes and measured
21 inches. The mother is the former Mary Rothenburger.
Grandparents are Walter Lee
and Jane Steely of Hazel. A
great-grandmother is Mrs. Jack
Harrison of Farmington.

Secretaries
sponsor trip
The Mayfield Chapter of Professional Secretaries will sponsor
a trip to the flea market at Nashville, Tenn., on Saturday, Oct.
26.
The bus will leave Gibson's
parking lot at Mayfield at 6 a.m.
A supper break will take place on
the return trip at Clarksville,
Tenn., with arrival time back at
Gibson's at about 7 p.m.
Interested persons are invited.
The cost will be $31 per person.
For information call Mary Ann
Morgan, 1-502-247-8521.

ng

The Kentucky Mothers Association will have its Hale convention on Saturday, Nov. 9, at 9:30
a.m. at Kenlake State Resort Park
Hotel. The 1996-97 Kentucky
Mother of the Year will be
named and crowned by the
1995-96 Kentucky Mother of the
Year, Janie Parker of Murray.
Two special contests are
planned by the Kentucky Mothers
Association, affiliate of Amencand Mothers, Inc.
Mothers are invited to enter the
state division art contest. Entries
may be either sculputre, paintig,
crafts, photography, graphics, or
other.
Monetary prizes will be
awarded to the top three state
winners in each category. The top
two winning entries in each
category will be sent to the
American Mothers Art Contest of
final judging; and winning entries
will be published in the annual
National Literary Awards Magazine of American Mothers, Inc.
Interested persons should contact the Kentucky Mothers Association Art Contest Chair, Janet
Bravard, 15000 Overton Rd.,
Hopkinsville, KY 42240, phone
1-502-269-2583. Deadline for the
Kentucky contest is Oct. 30,
19%.
Mothers are also invited to enter the state division literature
contest. Entries may be either
poems, short stories, essays or
articles.
Monetary prizes will be

awarded
winners

LO the top three stale
in each category. The top

two winning entries in each
category will be sent to the
American Mothers Literary Contest of final judging; and winning
manuscripts will be be published

in the annual National Literature
Awads Booklet of American
Mothers, Inc.
Manuscripts must have as a
major theme an interpretation of
a moral, spiritual, or interesting
concept of the American home.
Interested persons should con-

tact the gentucky Mothers Association Literature Contest Chair,
Janie Parker, 2012 College Farm
Rd., Murray, KY 42071, phone
753-9354, for rules and entry
blanks. De,adline for the Kentucky contest will be Oct. 30.
1996

19 20 21 22

HI-ENERGY

For Both
Men &
Women

No Diet
Pills

Medically

Supervised

Call Us Today 767-0780

FUN & FASHION

Hannah M.
Clark is born
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Lee
Clark of 2106 Creekwood Dr.,
Murray, are the parents of a
daughter, Hannah Marie Clark,
born on Thursday, Sept. 26,
1996, at 4:18 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
seven ouncesd and measured
20% inches. The mother is the
former Stacy Lynne Parks. A
brother is Christopher Adam
Clark.
Grandparents are Larry and
Joella Parks, and John and Marie
Clark, all of Murray.

7A

Kentucky Mothers convention at Kenlake

Noel Market on Nov. 2
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How do
At D.K. Kelley we are all excited about
the new merchandise arriving daily! The
store is bursting at the scams with all the new
items.
We have just received some great new
pants in wonderful fabrics-pinstripes,
checks and solids that fit beautifully.
Liz and Jane is • new brand for us, it is
oversized tops in fleece and cotton with cute
designs on them. Some have pants to match.
New Mt/1(dd sweaters and blouses with
animal prints have also arrived.
Wonderful new handbags, and make-up
bags in animal prints and velvets are here.
Tons of new jewelry has just come in
from sterling to costume, to match any of
your outfits perfectly.
New vests, sweaters, also more City Girl
in microfiber has come in.
Our gift and decorator itans are great too.
Lots of new picture frames, jewelry boxes,
unusual animal print umbrellas, scarves,
vases and beautiful brass bowls. You must
come in and check us out. You know it is not
to early to be thinking about your Christmas
list.
We have some splendid Christmas sweaters, sweatshirts, vests, blouses and lovely
velvet dresses. Perfect party dresses and
pant suits for all of your upcoming
festivities.
Some Esprit is 25 percent off also.
Be sure not to miss our angel sweatshirts
and long sleeve tees, they are adorable.
We have so many great pieces that mix
and match. You can certainly pick out a
great look just for you.
Don't forget about hosiery - it is very
important in fashion looks this season,
colors and textures in opaques are wonderful for giving you a long slim look, when the
hem of your skirt or shorts matches the color
of the hose.
Congratulations to Miry Wells who won
the cute purse this week.
Please join us this Friday for lunch and
take • look at all of the new merchandise.
We love to have our customers come in and
spend some time enjoying themselves
browsing and lunching. Bring • friend and
join the party.
If it is a hot item this season we've got it
for you.
Slay tuned to next weeks Fun & Fashion

people talk
around here?
Well,through the
end of the year,
it'll be free.

'qSf[IfT
305 S. 12th
—
Murray, KY • 753-7441

PUMPKIN BOUQUETS

day,
ig at

$5•00

the
)nna

and up

Free access for the rest of the year.

— Call Early To Order —

ened
evourer,

For that perfect HALLOWEEN decoration,
THANKSGIVING table arrangement or to
send to a friend just because.

OftS.

c ed
II at
NCre

In Town Delivery

Vcd1. at

Mon.-Sai. 8-5 p.m.
Sun. 1-5 p.m.

II

**Pe*
Hoffman'sIrk
Hwy. 94 East
of Murray
759-4512

If you've been wondering if cellular made sense for you. it's
time we help you figure that out. Come in and we'll make sure
you get in the right calling plan. And give you free monthly
access for the rest of the year, and waive the activation fee.

UNITED STATES
WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS

Madisonville: 30 North Main Street 821-1111

Murray: 906-A South 12th St 15021 753-7533

Open Mon-Fri eato-6prn Sat 94m-1pm

Open Mon-Fri 8am-5pm

Paducah 1733 Kentucky Avenue 444-0084

Johnson's Furniture 118 North Main St i5021 965-2269
Johnson's Furniture 126 West Main St (5021 365-3882
Advanced Cellular 8 Paging 2950 Southlane i 50l 821-1888

Open Mon-Fri 8am-5pm

Lloyd's Corner 323 East Main (5021 522-8401
Minesale EleCironics 5th and Adams Street (5021 333-5581
Porter Communications 480 US NM'62 E (5021 388-7070
Custom Audio 405 E Centers i5021 825-8326
Advanced Cellular 8 Paging 3200 Park A

Otter requires a new one year service agreement Other restnctions.and charges may apply See store for details Otter expires October .3 1 ,
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CALENDAR

Dine in

Ole

rustic atmosphere or carry out to your patio picnic.

Monday Night
FREE Drinks
With Order!

Grilled Chicken
Sand ich, Salad
& Drink

*3.99

— Serving Ribs Daily —
Mon.-Sat. 11-8:30, Sunday 11-2:00
753-3985
1617 11r4y. 121 Bypass

Wednesday, Oct. 23
Murray High School will distribute report cards during homeroom today.
Calloway County High School will
distribute report cards during homeroom today.
Calloway 4-H Officer Training/3:30
p.m./Calloway Public Library.
Barbie Doll Club/4:30 p.m./Calloway
Palk Library.
St. Leo Catholic Church Free dinner
NH/5 p.m.; Adult Religious Education
and PSR/6.30 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Boardf7 p.m.
First Christian Church Brown Bag
Meal/5:30 p m.; Bible Study/6 p.m.;
Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARKI/
WOW/5 p.m.; Choir Workshop/6 p.m.;
College Fellowship/6:45 p.m.

FREE BRA FITTING CLINIC
Chances are you're wearing the wrong size bra!

HOW DOES
YOUR BRA FIT?
YES NO
sn:Ys s 437, your
ctrs",
_1 j :75e

:ya 'ce
fee

J

J J 2: v:. ;€:
_J

io. aa a

rCeS?

clg,re?

you have answered yes
to any of the above
questions. you are entitled
o a 7ore comfortable fit.

Saturday
October 26
10 a.m.-4 p.m

JQP.Tney
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
(502) 759-1400
.
.

Wednesday, Oct. 23
Westside Baptist Church service/7
Pin
University Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 pm.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
P.m.
Gracs Baptist Church Bible Studies/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re 1.41
Club/6:15 p.m.: grout) meetings and
prayer service/7 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
prayer service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center/prayer and
praise/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church PreSchool Choir and Choristers/5 p.m.;
Kids Club/5:30 p.m.; Handbell rehearsal and Singers Unlimited/6 p.m.; Adult
Bible Study/6:30 p.m.; Chancel Choir/
7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p.m.; Children's Choirs, Youth Prime
time/6:30 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/6:35 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45
p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 24
Compassionate Friends/7:30
p.m./board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1274 or
498-8324.
Murray Business and Professional
Women/6 p.m./Seafood Express.
Kentucky Lake Kennel Club yard
sale/9 a.m.-2 p.m. at 1305 Farris Ave.
Murray High School Class of 1987
reunion meeting/6 p.m./Pagliai's.
Info/753-6940.
Technology Committee of Southwest
Elementary School SBDMC/3 p.m.
PIP meeting/6:30 p.m./Calloway
Public Library. Info/753-1960.
Murray Magazine Club/2 p.m./home
of Edith Garrison.
Health Express of MCCH/Calloway
Public Library/12:30-3 p.m.
Purchase Area Alliance for Mentally III
support group/7 p.m./Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Info, 435-4138.
Chapter 50 of Disabled American
Veterans/7 p.m./Legion Hall.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizen' activities.
Weeks Center open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
TOPS KY 0469 meetin9/7 p.m. with
weigh-in/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway
Public Library.
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas.
Murray
Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Shoney's.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
Young in Hearts/10:30 a.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
First Presbyterian Church Cub
Scouts/6:30 p.m.; Stewardship
Gathering/7 p.m./Clement's home.
St. Leo Catholic Church Legion of
Mary/9:45 a.m.
First United Methodist Church
quilters/9:30 a.m.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
0uV9 a.m.-3 p.m.: Step Aerobics/9:30
a.m.
Poetry Reading by Yusef Komunyakaa, Pulitzer prize winner/7:30
p.m./Pogue Library, MSU.
All-Campus Run/2 p.m./starting at
Hart Residential College, MSU.
Info/436-6129.
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Mr. and Mrs. Brent Jon Eisele

Payne-Eisele wedding
vows said at church
Lori Jo Payne and Brent Jon Eisele were married May 18, 1996, at
First Presbyterian Church, Murray.
The Rev. Ernie Sacra of Lexington and the Rev. David Montgomery
and the Rev. Ann Marie Montgomery of Murray officiated.
Music was arranged by Mrs. Joan Bowker of Murray. Miss Amy
Sacra of Lexington was soloist. Miss Jenny Hammat of Jacksonville,
Fla., served as verse reader. Mrs. Anna Miller of Murray directed the
ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. William F. Payne Jr. of
Murray. The groom is the son of Peter J. Eisele and Mrs. Deborah D.
Kelly of Lexington.
Grandparents of the couple are Mr. and Mrs. William Frank Payne
of Benton, Ill.; Mrs. Paula Sudheimer and the late Dr. Robert L. Sudheimer of Carterville, Ill.; Mrs. Ruth P. Duncan and the late Manville
M. Duncan of Lexington; and the late Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Eisele
of Lexington.
The bride was escorted to the altar by her father and given in marriage by her parents. She wore a white gown of Italian satin with an
empire waistline accentuated by a bodice and short sleeves of Guipure
lace, and detachable train. A floor length veil was created by her
mother. She carried a cascading bouquet of ivy, white roses, and stephanotis surrounding a white lily.
Mrs. Ellen Howard of Bowling Green was matron of honor and
Miss Leisa Capo of Louisville was maid of honor. Bridesmaids were
Mrs. Cindy Baker, Barbourville, Mrs. Monica Capps, Searcy, Ark.,
Miss Leigh Ann Eisele, Lexington, Dr. Huong Kelly, Lexington, and
Miss Kathryn Wilson, Cynthiana.
The honor attendants and bridesmaids wore black crepe two-piece
double-breasted jackets with shawl collars, short sleeves, covered buttons, and floor length skirts. They carried arm bouquets of star gazer
lilies, liatris, roses and ivy.
Flower girls were Miss Leanne Hewlett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Hewlett of Murray, Miss Brianna Fields, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Fields of Murray, and Miss Brittany Strong, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Strong of Lexington. They wore white dresses and
carried white woven baskets decorated with ivy and filled with multicolored silk petals.
Attendants were Mrs. Christy Tidwell, New Johnsonville, Tenn.,
Miss Barbara Heathe, Miami Beach, Fla., Miss Melissa Fisher,
Smyrna, Ga., and Mrs. Karen Kane, Glasgow, Scotland.
Craig Turner of Lexington was best man. Groomsmen were Brad
Case, Lindsey Ingram. and Bryan Smith, all of Lexington. Marcus Edwards, Jeffersonville, Ind., Doug Payne, Memphis, Tenn., and Chris
Polites, Fayeueville, N.C.
An outdoor reception followed the wedding at the home of the
bride's parents.
Transportation for the couple was courtesy of Dr. Winfield Rose of
Murray. Music was by Grumpy Old Men, directed by Dr. Roger
Reichmuth. A dinner buffet featuring a five-tier satelllite cake was
served.
The bride is a 1988 graduate of Murray High School; a 1991 and
1992 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of Arts and
Master of Public Administration; a 1993 graduate of Strathclyde University, Glasgow, Scotland; and a 1996 graduate of Salmon P. Chase
College of Law, Highland Heights. She is employed by the Office of
the Counsel, Cabinet for Families and Children, Frankfort.
The groom is a 1988 graduate of Henry Clay High School, Lexington; a 1992 graduate of Georgetwon College, Georgetown, with a Bachelor of Arts; and a 1996 graduate of Salmon P. Chase College of
Law, Highland Heights. He is employed by the law office of Steven
A. Wides, Lexington.
The couple spent their honeymoon in Great Britain. They are now
residing at Georgetown.

HEALTHCARE
::•:•:•••

Professional Care In A Loving Atmosphere
106 Padgett Dr. • Clinton, KY • 42031

PHONE • 502-653-2797
WINNER OF
KENTUCKY'S 1996 "WESTERN DISTRICT'

FACILITY OF THE YEAR!
r.a.o.1*.aaririrusn'=17:-,if"..A.

,

Seth & Tina Conner, the Residents & Staff of Birchtree thank
the community of Clinton for its support. ,.
We are proud to represent the City of Clinton and Western
Kentucky in the state competition for Kentucky Facility of the Year!

,
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Halloween
Festival
at Carr Health Bldg., Oct. 31
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. open to
children up to age 13 &
their parents or guardian.
- Prizes, Candy and Games -

L

Every Child Is A Winner
No charge to anyone.

Compliments of MSU Recreation Class 202
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Barbie Doll Club meeting to be at library

•

The For the Love of Barbie
Doll Club-will meet today (Wednesday) at 4:30 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library.
The group will plan the Barbie
Show and Sale event scheduled at
the library on Saturday, Nov. 30,
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tables are still available to
vendors for a fee of $20. Individuals with fewer items may place
them on consignment. Home
baked bread and other goodies including Death by Chocolate Torte

will be for sale.
A drawing for a Star Trek Barbie, and a Bloomingdale's Barbie
will be held at 4 p.m. These will
be on exhibit at the library until
the drawing.
As pkrt of the Nov. 30th event,
a reception in the library foyer
from 2 to 4 p.m. will open a
month-long exhibit of Barbie
dolls includindg Bob Machie and
other designer dolls, Holiday
Barbies, and vintage Barbies,
along with other "Barbelia"

which can be seen during December library hours.
For information call Gerry
Reed at the library.
The annual membership fee for

1)Ritmo

Zburstfav, ortober 31
5 p.m.-7 p.m.
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Melissa Ann Johnston,
bride-elect of Jason Troy Cornwell

113 South 4th Street

I

Wedding on Saturday
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Eddie and Fay Johnston of Almo announce the approaching marriage of their daughter, Melissa Ann Johnston, to Jason Troy Cornwell, son of Albert and Pamala Cornwell of Benton.
Miss Johnston is the granddaughter of Thomas and Louise Johnston
of Dexter, and the late Marvin and Flossie Bell.
Mr. Cornwell is the grandson of Charles and Betty Duncan and Albert and Jo Nell Cornwell, all of Marshall County.
Both the bride-elect and the groom-elect are students at Murray
State University.
The wedding will be Saturday, Oct. 26, 1996, at noon at the home
of the groom -elect at Benton.

CALLOWAY PUBLIC LIBRARY photo

Katherine Ray, charter member of For the Love of Barbie Doll
Club,
selects a doll she won at a convention to share with members at
the
meeting today.
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are offered. Experience is not
necessary.
Prizes include thousand of dollars in savings bonds, toys, portable stereos, cameras, a combination TV/VCR, and more. A
Christmas party with Santa and a
holiday dinner are included in the
contest.
All entries must be received by
Oct. 18. For more information
and entry forms, call the National
Directors of Sugar and Spice at
or
1 - 2 1 9 - 8 3 8 - 06 2 1
1-219-838-4133.

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Oct. 16, have been released as
follows:

Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,
Oct. 17, have been released as
follows:

Newborn admissions
Housden baby boy, parents, Keila
and James, Murray;
Haley baby boy, parents, Paula and
Shayne, Farmington;
Wilson baby girl, parents, Amy and
Tony, Springville, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Edith Margaret Nanny and Mrs.
Janna B. Mullins and baby boy,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Novelle Phifer, Big Sandy,
Tenn.; Mrs. Rebecca M. Laverdi and
baby girl, Benton; Michael Todd Arnett, Louisville;
Mrs. Eulalia Biggs, Mrs. Kate E.
Spaulding, James Harris Key, Cantrell
Jones, Mrs Mary R. Steely and baby
girl,
Jimmie P. Rowland, Miss Stephany
A. Dutton, Miss Jackie D. Metcalf, and
Ms. Tracy Morton Morris, all of Murray.

Newborn admissions
Bright baby boy, parents, Leigh Ann
and Michael, Hardi,i,
Latta baby girl, mother, Lou Ann,
Mayfield;
Clapp baby girl, mother, Judy Carter, Mayfield;
Tatum baby girl, mother, Angela,
Benton,
Dismissals
Miss Amanda Cornwell and baby
boy, Symsonia; John Woods, Hardin;
Mrs. Loretta Lynn Cokel and baby
girl, McKenzie, Tenn.; Miss Emily J.
Riley, Mayfield;
Harley A. Roberson, Henry T. West,
Walter Grant, and Ms. Corinne Henry
McNutt, all of Murray.

Get the
credit
you want.
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Objects on the`

Murray State University
Center for
Continuing Education/Academic Outreach

HOSPITAL REPORTS

Christmas Wonderland
pageants are scheduled
Sugar and Spice Queen and
King Pageants are currently accepting applications for the
Christmas Wonderland National
Finals.
The children's pageant and
baby contest will be Nov. 29
through Dec. 1 at the Best Western Waterfront Plaza Hotel, Indianapolis, Inn.
The contest is open to girls,
aged 0 to 12 years, and boys,
aged 0 to 6 years; and includes
14 separate age groups. Optional
talent and photogenic categories
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bv Offering tree
Coffin Measurements;
& Versonal Design
Consultations for
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the club is $24 and Barbie colkctors are invited to Join. Visitors,
are welcome to the meeting today
at 4:30 p.m. in the library's main
meeting room.

Wert Celebrating
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The Bachelor of Independent Studies Seminar
Saturday, December 7, 1996
Murray State University
Did you leave college before completing .'our
program?
Have you always wanted to earn a baccalaureate
degree?
The Bachelor of Independent Studies (B.I.S.) may
be for you.
For more information and application forms.
call 502-762-4 I 59
or 1-800-669-7654
:Wu nay State Von erssty is ato
equal(ducat ton andentisloystat opportunsty f3eti/D,,11 onpro_Ner

SUBSCRIBE

THE YELLOW GIRAFFE
EARLY LEARNING CENTER
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Hardin, Ky.
*Developmentally appropriate program for children 6 weeks to 12 years.
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*Fun,positive and creative play experiences focus
on promoting the social, emotional, cognitive,
and physical uniqueness of each child.
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And get
25% off
regular-priced
Purchases.

*Warm, loving staff members trained in providing quality child care.

'

now

*Hot, nutritious meals ad snacks served daily.
*Program options, full-time, part-time, 1/2 day,
hourly, and drop-in & school age program.
*Affordable rates
• Family-Owned & Operated By:
Jennifer Eells & Vicki Jones

Apply for a JCPenney charge account now through
October 28 and receive your Shopping Spree Certificate
good on regular-priced purchases throughout the store,*

Store Hours
Mon Sat 109
Sun 12 30 5 30

J Penney
• C> I eV 0

Fi I

1

Salon Hours
Mon Fri 88
Sat 86
Sun 1

• Hours: 6:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m
Monday-Friday

"All Because of
Cluldrenr

—Considering Night &
Weekend Care—

Located on Hwy. 80, 1/4 mile
East of 4-Way Stop, directly
behind Lake-Land Family
Restaurant.

437-3008

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

"The Head Of Your Child, Is The Heart Of Our Center"
5, s%
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4-H Talk Meet Nov. 4

TODAY
arried & Operated
By Opal Hart

B.r-Ali Cent«

Murray, Kentucky

•

753-2310

Haw: on. Sat
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e7"-'4::•1
•
:?",•;•;:;.
A
4260.
THE ASSOCIATED LADIES FOR UPSCOMB will have an organizational
meeting on Sunday, Oct. 27, at 7:15 p.m. at the home of Janie Parker. A
taco salad and dessert meal will be served, billowed by a business
meeting to plan the coming year. The chapter will be selling their fresh
shelled pecans during November and December, and still have A.L.L.
cookbooks available for purchade. For more details about the upcoming
meeting or to place orders for pecans or cookbooks, call Wendy Parker
or Marsha Dale. All ladies of the cornmunity are welcome to join the
Murray Chapter of A.L.L., with the purpose being to promote Christian
education at David Lipscomb University, Nashville, Tenn., and to raise
scholarship money for local students who attend the school. Pictured
here are some of the ladies in the local association.
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The 4-H Talk Meet will be
Monday. Nov. 4, at 6:30 p.m. at
Murray High School.
Students, aged 7 to 19, are invited to give a short talk on a
subject of their choice. Aged 7 to
8 will be in the Cloverbed Category and will not be judged. Each
participant in this group will receive a participation ribbon.
Speeches should be 1 to 3
minutes.
Those in the 9-13 age category
should speak 3 to 5 minutes and
in 14 to 19 age group will speak
5 to 7 minutes. Each age group
will compete only with participants the same age. Everyone will
receive a ribbon.
Speakers will be judged on expression, eye contact and gestures, voice quality, presentation,
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SEA

• 08.'00
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Sabrina Lynn Emerson has
been selected for inclusion in the
publication, Who's who in
American High School Students
for this year.
Her picture and name will appear in the 1995-96 yearbook.

KNOTH'S BAREBA IS NOW TAKING
ORDERS FOR THANKSGIVING

A sophomore at Calloway
County High Schook, she is a
member of FBLA. J.V. and Varsity basketball team, Pep Club,
and pitcher for Fast Pitch Varsity
Softball Team.
She is the daughter of David
and Mary Emerson of Murray;
the granddaughter of Lilie Mae
Pace of Murray and the late Clifton B. Emerson; and the greatgranddaughter of Willie B.
Emerson.

In lieu of the traditional summertime picnic, which was not
held this year, the annual get-togather of the California Connection will be Saturday. Nov. 9.
This will be an evening event
with soft drinks, coffee, plates
and utensils provided. Guests are
asked to bring an appetizer or
finger food for eight to 10 people. A donation of $2 per person
will be requested.
All adults who are residents of
Murray or of Calloway County

Murray Middle School P.T.O.
will present a special program on
"Eating Disorders: Awareness &
Prevention" on Monday, Oct. 28,
from 7 to 8 p.m. at MMS
auditorium.
Guest speakers will be Suzanne
Seeley, registered dietitian; Jane
Etheridge, MS, MSU Women's
Centre Director; Cindy Ragsdale,
licensed social worker; and Faye
Austin RN, certified pediatric
nurse practitioner.

'50.00 each
Whole Smoked Turkeys
$3.00 per lb.
Whole Shoulders

3.60
Tues.-Sat. 11-9
Sun. 11-3

641 North • Murra)
759-1712

National Make A Difference
Day will be Saturday, Oct. 26.
The local Make A Difference
effort will take place at Stewart
Stadium, Murray State University, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. with
recycling of all kinds of paper,
paper board, and cardboard, aluminum cans, glass, plastics, and
tin cans.

Sabrina Lynn Emerson

Tired ofthrowing
your weight around?

1997 DODGE CARAVAN
Of

1997 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER

Exercise

$20,695
List
Dealer & Pkg. Disc. $2,502
$18,193
Cap Cost
(Selling Price)

Cap Cost Reduction
Award Winning Caravan
Voyager Equipped, Not Stripped.
Tilt. Cruise, AM/FM/Cass., DriversSide Sliding Door, Dual Air Bags,
Luggage Rack, 7 Passenger Seating.
A Very Inexpensive Price For
Something This Nice.
Ser #VR162816
Ser #VR165008

The

WOW!
FREE CASH!

$1,595
Total Cash/Trade
Equity To Take Delivery

!
$2699
Residual Value
(Option To Buy At $12,624
End Of Lease)

$24,665
List
Dealer & Pkg. Disc. $2,355
$22,310
Cap Cost

It You Need More Room, This Is
The Van For You. 7 Passenger
Seating With "Easy-Out Roller
Seats," Power Heated Mirrors, Rear
Defroster, Tinted Windows, Luggage
Rack, AM-FM/Cass., Tilt,
Cruise & More!
Ser. #VR142580

(Selling Price)

Cap Cost Reduction

$1,485

(Cash Down)

$1,895
Total Cash/Trade
Delivery
Take
To
Equity
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In addition, the Murray Lions
Club will be present to recyle old
eye glasses and TTB will collect
old motor oil.
Volunteers will also be available to collect canned and packaged food items to restock the severely depleted Need Line pantry
shelves.
For more information contact
the Murray Family Youth Resource Center at 759-9592, the
Calloway Family Resource Center at 753-3070, the Calloway
County Middle School Youth
Services Center at 753-1751, or
the Calloway County High
School Youth Services Center at
759-4255.

(Cash Down)

LIMITED TIME OFFER!

•

All parents and teachers are
urged to attend this meeting to
learn about anorexia and bulimia,
what contributes to younsters developing eating disorders, ways
parents can develop preventative
strategies and build their child's
self-esteem, and participate in a
question and answer session.
Due to the serious nature of
this topic, the FTO Board encourages parents to not bring children
to this meeting.

National Make A Difference Day
will be Saturday at the stadium

lb

GREAT CARS
GREAT TRUCKS
GREAT DEALS

and who have ever lived in California or who have some association with California are welcome.
The California Connection was
formed in the early 1990s to allow the many people from California who have relocated to this
area to share with each other
their experiences and knowledge
of the many benefits this community has to offer.
All with a "connection" to California are urged to attend. For
more information call Mary
Thomson at 436-5022.

Murray Middle School PTO will
have special program on Oct. 28

Whole Smoked Hams
_

and appropriate use of notes.
Note cards may be used, but no
visuals such as posters or props
may be used. Each one should try
to have speech organized with an
introduction, a body, and a conclusion. Students may have help
writing the speech.
Any one interested in participating in this event, call the 4-H
Extension Office at 759-1752 and
leave your name, age and topic of
the speech by Wednesday, Oct.
30.
Participants should be at Murray High School on Monday,
Nov. 4, between 6 and 6:15 p.m.
to register.
The Talk Meet is sponsored by
the Calloway County 4-H Council which receives funding from
the United Way Agency.

California Connection will have its
annual get-to-gather here on Nov. 9

One Cash Coupon Per Person

10A

(Just bring in this coupon
any time between Oct.
23-24 or Oct. 27-31.)

1-800-929-5905
Across from Paducah, KY, where 1-24
meets the Ohio River (Exit 37).

ARMY PVT. RICHARD C.
HALL JR. is now taking advanced individual training with D
Company, 369 Signal Battalion,
15 Signal Brigade, Fort Gordon,
Ga.
Hall completed his basic military training at Fort Jackson, Columbia, S.C., and graduated with
an high marksmanship score.
During his eight weeks of
basic training, Hall received instruction in drill and ceremonies,
weapons, map reading, tactrics,
military courtesy, military justice,
first aid, Army history and traditions, and special training in human relations.
A 1996 graduate of Calloway
County High School, Hall is the
son of Richard C. and Gail Hall
of Rt. 6, Murray.

To Subscribe
To The

Metropolis, IL

Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

4.
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Fall Job Fair will
be held on Oct. 30
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Members of the Journalism and Mass Communications Council pose for a
group picture between the annual JMC Job Fair and Advisory Council Dinner
Oct. 2: first row, Gina Hancock, Murray Ledger & Times, Sandra Wilson,
Westvaco; Maronda Dockery, Sheehy & Associates, Butfy Sams, Kentucky
Press Association; Sue Cammack, Kentucky Press Association; and Bonnie
Schrock, Western Baptist Hospital; second row: Tom Hood, Toyota; Don
Brown, WSIL-TV; Jamie Futrell, WKYO radio; Pat Slattery, WSMV-TV; Henry
Lackey, WSON radio; and Mike Fraser, Safety-Kleen; third row: Dr. Bob
McGaughey; Karl Harrison, Paducah Sun; Ken Ashiock, Magnet Media; Steve
Graff, Magnet Media; Jim Carter, MSU University relations and Leo Green,
WPSD-TV. The council provided the department with feedback on its
students and their performance in internships and on the first job.

Bowling Green people
hope body not of girl
missing since July 24
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— At the Greenwood Bar-B-Q
restaurant, patrons asked for the
latest news about Morgan Violi,
the little girl whose body the FBI
thinks has been found.
"No one wants to think it's
her," waitress Kathy Stice said.
The day after the FBI said remains of a young girl had been
found in a Tennessee field, the
scene was much the same at the
Race Trax gas station down the
street from the restaurant.
"It made me cry when I
heard," said cashier Amanda
Richardson.
"I think it's bad, because they
found a little girl, even if it's not
Morgan," agreed Richardson's
co-worker, Amanda Gray. "It's
awful. Sick people in this
world."
Friends and family members
grieved quietly behind closed
doors Tuesday afternoon — less
than 24 hours after the FBI officials told them remains likely
were those of the 7-year-old
Bowling Green girl.
Morgan disappeared July 24
while playing in the apartment
parking lot with a young friend.
Police have said an adult witness
told them a man forced Morgan
Into a maroon van and sped
away.
On Sunday a woman walking
on her property next to Interstate
65 near White House, Tenn.,
found what she thought were human remains in a ravine under
the road, said Ed Evans, spokesman for the FBI in Kentucky.
The field is about 15 miles
south of the Kentucky-Tennessee
border and about 40 miles from
Bowling Green, where Morgan's
apartment is only about a mile off
Interstate 65.
On Tuesday, two FBI agents
stood in front of the apartment
where Morgan disappeared. A
handmade cardboard sign hung
on the porch. "The Violi Family
has Asked not to be disturbed!"
Stuffed toys — a brown teddy
bear, a yellow dog and a white
rabbit — were tied to a tree with
purple ribbon.
Employees at the apartment
complex shooed reporters away

from the somber apartment where
Morgan's mother, Stacey Violi,
lives with her two other daughters, ages 11 and 10.
Stacey Violi — shaking and
crying — appeared briefly at her
door and declined to talk about
Morgan.
"She's wanting to be left
alone," said Joann Zackery, a
housekeeping worker. "It's a
very tragic situation. We all still
have hope it's not Morgan and
she'll come home safely.
Across town at the home of
Morgan's father, Glen Violi, the
scene was much the same.
Friends and family members said
he was too upset to talk.
The Violis were in the middle
of a divorce and were working
out custody arrangements when
Morgan disappeared.
Glen Violi had previously said
FBI agents made him take five
lie-detector tests after his
daughter's abduction. He said he
failed the tests, but he maintained
he had nothing to do with Morgan's disappearance.
Morgan's father is not a suspect, the FBI said.
"We never named him as a
suspect in the case, and we still
aren't," Evans said.
Investigators spent Tuesday
searching for evidence in the
wooded area where the remains
were discovered.
Robertson County, Tenn.,
Sheriff Ted Emery said his
county often sees mysterious
crimes because of its easy access
from I-65 and 1-24.
"It's a rare thing for us to
have a homicide in our county
that has a tic to our own county,"
he said. "It's an easy place for
somebody to drop off the interstate and commit a crime."
Because Morgan did not have
many dental records, DNA samples from the victims' hair are
being analyzed by the FBI to try
to make a positive identification.
Authorities said they probably
won't be able to make a positive
identification until at least
Friday.
Until that happens, many are
holding out hope that Morgan
might still be alive.

Students and alumni of Murray
State University who are interested
in getting a jump on their competition in the job market will want to
make plans to attend the Fall Job
Fair on Wednesday, Oct. 30. Sponsored jointly by the office of Career
Services and the School-To-Work
program, the fair will be held in the
Curris Center Ballroom between the
hours of 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Over 80 representatives will be
on the MSU campus to meet with
individuals who are interested in
getting information about careers,
co-op or internships and graduate
schools. Representatives cover a
broad range of career fields such as
agriculture, accounting, finance,
general business, industry, government, health care, media, retail and
graduate schools. A list of participants who are scheduled to appear
will be available in Career Services
on Oct. 28.
Gina Winchester, assistant director in Career Services, believes that
this is an excellent opportunity not
only to obtain information about the

current job market, but to gain a
competitive edge in landing a job by
distributing resumes and networking with the representatives.
"Students need to come (to the
Job Fair)dressed professionally and
have their resumes ready, if they
want to make a lasting impression
on the recruiters," noted Winchester. "Many times the students who
get called for an interview are the
ones who have attended job fairs
year after year and have become
familiar with the representatives,
therefore, we encourage students to
come whether they are getting close
to graduation or not."
Faculty members are also encouraged to stop by the Job Fair during
scheduled hours, or are welcome to
meet the recruiters at a brunch held
in the lobby of Ordway Hall from 9
to 10 a.m. Reservations to auend the
brunch must be made by Oct. 28.
For more information about the
Fall Job Fair, or to make brunch
reservations call Winchester at
(502) 762-3735.

MURRAY FA ILY YMCA
209 N. 12th St. • 759-9622
1510 Chestnut St. • 753-4295

SUPPORT OUR LAW ENFORCEMENT
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Great Performances by Martin.

Work on Toyota plant
continues in high gear
PRINCETON, Ind.(AP) — It's
just acres of mud and gravel right
now, but Toyota Motor Corp.'s
$700 million truck plant will
soon begin taking shape here.
"You'll see a lot of steel up by
the end of November," Jim Seagram, Toyota's project coordinator, said during a media tour of
the site Tuesday.
Construction on the truck plant
— which will eventually churn
out 100,000 Toyota T100 midsize pickups annually — is right
on schedule, said Jim Wiseman, a
spokesman for Toyota Motor
Manufacturing North America.
Production is expected to start
in fall 1998 at the plant, which
will employ 1,300 workers. Hiring is set to begin in fall 1997.
By January, Wiseman said the
building will begin to take shape
as the first walls go up. Toyota
officials broke ground for the
plant in May.
Wiseman said much of the preliminary site and foundation work
has been completed. The first of
many steel girders have been
erected and the former 1,170-acre
cornfield is now littered with
cranes, forklifts, concrete trucks
and several hundred workers.
Seagram said that although a
wet spring caused construction
delays, those delays were offset

by long hours and hard work during a dry summer.
"It's been really nice," Seagram said. "The contractors have
made this thing happen."
Toyota officials say the plant,
which is expected to cover 1.5
million square feet, will require
10,600 tons of steel held together
by 210,000 bolts.
Toyota will soon begin accepting bids from a handful of companies invited to compete for five
general contracting bids. Those
are expected to be awarded before year's end, Wiseman said.
Buildings are expected to be
ready to receive machinery by
next summer.
Although the plant will resemble one large building from U.S.
41, design drawings filed with
the state in July show there actually will be five buildings within
the structure.
Those will include a paint
building and sections for assembly, plastics and other manufacturing functions.

Shown Alpha Gas Logs MS40
1/ vent-free gar logo
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Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.
Murray

753-2571
753-411(1

"1996 Clearance Sale"
at

KEITH BAKER HOMES

SAVE$$$
FLEETWOOD s4
If your shower starts losing
power, it may be caused by lime
deposit building up in the shower
head. Remove the head, soak it
for ten minutes in vinegar, then
rub off the deposit with an old
tooth brush.

Now Available at Minit Mart
GET YOUR COPY WET.
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Fleetwood - North River - South Ridge - Pinnacle
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Anesthesiologist gets misdemeanor conviction
DENVER (AP) — An anesthesiologist accused of falling asleep
during minor surgery in which an
8-year-old boy died has been
convicted of negligence.
The jury said Dr. Joseph Verbrugge's conduct was "an extreme deviation" from standard
medical procedures, but jurors
deadlocked on the more serious
charge of reckless manslaughter
and a mistrial was declared on
that count.
The boy's father, Jay Leonard,
said he sympathized with the
jury.
''l think this is a very difficult
case to try,' he said. "I've been
with this case 31/3 years and I
was getting confused."
The jury was trying to determine whether Verbrugge caused
the death of Richard Leonard and
whether he had acted criminally
during the boy's ear surgery on
July 8, 1993.
After four days of deliberations, the jury concluded Verbrugge's conduct in the operating
room was so bad it amounted to
"an extreme deviation from generally accepted standards of medical practice."
But the jury deadlocked 10-2
for conviction on a count of criminally negligent homicide, or reckless manslaughter, and Denver
District Judge Richard Spriggs
declared a mistrial on that charge.
Verbrugge faces a maximum
penalty of a year in jail and a
SIS/00 fine when he is sentenced
Nov. 12 on the misdemeanor
medical negligence conviction.
Prosecutors will decide then
whether to retry him for reckless
manslaughter, a felony.
The jury deliberated a total of
25 hours before announcing it
could not reach a verdict on the
manslaughter charge. Juror Tom
Pool said they had trouble agreeing on "the definition of
eriminal.•'
Verbrugge left court without
commenting to reporters.
The Colorado Board of Medical Examiners revoked Verbrugge's license in 1994 after an
administrative law judge ruled
the doctor fell asleep and failed
to notice the boy's distress.

W caffeine
may prevent
post-surgery
headaches
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — A
,..offee lover's fantasy, IV caffeine, has arrived.
This shot in the arm is not
for everyday use, though. Intravenous caffeine helps prevent coffee and soda drinkers
from getting withdrawal headaches after surgery, said
Mayo Clinic anesthesiologist
Dr. Joseph Weber.
Coffee drinkers who get the
caffeine drip are less likely to
wake up from anesthesia with
a headache than those who
don't, he said.
"We're not talking jag about people who go through
two or three pots of coffee a
day," Weber said. "Even one
small caffeinated beverage a
day will do it."
In studies at Mayo Clinics
in Scottsdale, Ariz., and Rochester. Minn., Weber found
that people used to getting a
daily dose of caffeine had a 25
percent chance of a postsurgery headache.
But he said an 8-ounce caffeinated drink reduced the
chance of a headache to 10
percent. It doesn't matter if the
patient gets that caffeine
through a tube in the recovery
room or as a drink two to three
hours before surgery, he said.
He was to present his findings this afternoon at a meeting of the Amencar Society of
Anesthesiologists in New
Orleans.
University of California-San
Francisco anesthetist Dr. Daniel I. Sessler said there have
been a number of similar studies, but with inconclusive
results.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

Verbrugge admitted he was
confronted about sleeping during
other operations, but said he was
awake during the boy's operation.

The boy's heart rate and temperature soared, and the carbon
dioxide level in his blood was
dangerously h.:3h, Verbrugge tes-

Lifted. He said he failed to respond appropriately, but it was
"an active decision" and not because of inattention.

Richard's parents earlier filed a
civil lawsuit against Verbrugge.
It was settled out of court for aut
undisclosed amount.

His lawyers argued the boy
may have died because of a rare
genetic disease that made him
vulnerable to anesthesia.
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World Series

Atlanta looks human
in 5-2 loss to Yankees
New York stalls
Braves' streak
with Game 3 win
By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — It was the
most striking act of frustration on
a night when the Atlanta Braves'
domination of the postseason finally came to an end.
In the ninth inning Tuesday
night, with the Braves on their
way to a 5-2 loss to the New
York Yankees, Andruw Jones
was called out on a pitch that appeared to be outside.
On his way back to the dugout,
the teen-ager who homered twice
in the first game of the World Series slammed his bat to the
ground, a new version of the tomahawk chop.
"The fact of the matter is that

SCHEDULE

sometimes these games happen,"
"I go out there figuring our
said Jeff Blauser, who committed guys will score three or four runs
the Braves' first error of the Se- every night," Glavine said. "You
ries, but certainly wasn't the only don't expect us to go out and
one at fault in the Game 3 defeat. continue getting eight, 12, 15
"The key is to come out tomor- runs a game. I don't think that's
row with a fresh and positive realistic, especially facing quality
attitude."
pitchers night in and night out.
The Braves had been so awe"Sooner or later, you've got to
some in winning the final three get back to reality, so to speak.—
games of the NL championship
David Cone, a former National
series and the first two games of Leaguer who faced many of the
the World Series — by a com- Atlanta hitters, was the one who
bined score of 48-2 — no seemed administered the reality check.
too upset by a performance that He left after escaping a basesproved they were human, after loaded jam in the sixth with only
all.
one run scoring. Two of the
"There's no reason to hold our Braves' hottest hitters, Fred
heads down or anything," Marquis Grissom said. "There's no • See Page 28
reason to panic."
Tom Glavine added another
brilliant performance for the
New York's Bernie Williams put
Braves' starting pitchers. On this
Atlanta sway in Game 3 with a
night, however, allowing only
two-run
homer.
four hits and one earned run in
seven innings wasn't enough.

UK's Newton begins coaching search

TODAY
SOCCER
• Boys regional — Paducah
Lakers vs. Madisonville —
5:30
III Girls regional — Reidland
Lady Tigers vs. Heath — 5:30
THURSDAY
SOCCER
• Girls regional — Reidland
Semifinals

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
C.M. Newton will have a select
group of advisers to help him
find the right person to run Kentucky's beleaguered football
program.
Bill Curry, who has a 23-51 record in seven seasons, was told
by Newton on Sunday that he
would not be returning after this

season to coach the Wildcats.
"We're pretty going to pretty
much go by the way we did in
hiring Coach (Rick) Pitino and
hiring Coach Curry," Newton,
the school's athletics director,
told the University of Kentucky
Athletics Association board of directors Tuesday.
"You pick the brains of the
people that you respect in the
football community and listen to

anybody that has recommendations," he said.
And a day after the firing,
Newton has already received
some recommendations for the
job.
"We're getting plenty of those,
both in and out of the media," he
said. "We hope to make our own
detailed study on who is out there
and who might fit into this
program."

UK President Charles T.
Wethington Jr. will name an advisory committee to screen applicants and recommend the person
to replace Curry to the UKAA
directors.
Newton said Curry agreed to
help during the transition of
coaches.
When Curry's firing was announced Monday, Newton said
the field is wide open for new

coach.
"We've just got to get the
right person," Newton said.
"Head coaching experience, nonhead coaching (experience). The
only thing I can tell you is that it
probably will not be someone in
the media."
Newton said the "right" coach
would be someone who can reII See Page 28

Sonics' Kemp remains upset
over NBA's new millionaires

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

RAIN DELAY: Washed out by heavy rains on Tuesday, the Girls' First Region Soccer Tournament
will resume tonight with the Murray High Lady Tigers meeting Heath at 5:30 at Reidland. On the boys'
side, Calloway County takes on Madisonville today at 5:30 in Paducah.

By JIM COUR
AP Sports Writer
SEATTLE (AP) — If Shawn
Kemp is the best power forward
in the NBA, then he thinks his
salary should reflect that.
Kemp finally reported to the
Seattle SuperSonics' training
camp on Tuesday, saying his
22-day absence was about dollars
and which players are getting
them.
"When you play for seven
years and you've proved youself
to be an All-Star, then you see
guys who haven't proved themselves sign for millions of dollars, you have a right to be upset," he said.
Kemp, 26, missed the Sonics'
first five exhibition games.
"What I basically did was to
take a couple of weeks to be by
myself and clear my head," he
said. "I wanted to get my mind
right and get ready to play some

protest about the direction of sabasketball. The guys on this team
don't deserve to have Shawn laries in the NBA, precisely who
Kemp walk around the locker is getting the money.
room with an attitude."
"After all those signings that
Kemp will be only the sixth took place this summer, I'm not
highest paid member of the Son- going to sit here and tell you I
ics this season. But he said he
wasn't ticked off," he said. "But
wasn't specifically unhappy with I was ticked off with the NBA as
Seattle's starting center, Jim
a whole."
McIlvaine.
The league, he said, should
McIlvaine, a backup center in find some way to reward the
Washington last season, signed a players who are producing.
$33 million free-agent contract
"I think the NBA has made
with the Sonics.
some major decisions in putting
And Kemp's All-Star team- the money back into the veteran
mate, Gary Payton, last season's players," Kemp said. "But if
NBA Defensive Player of the they're going to do that, then
Year, signed an $87.5 million they should put the money where
deal during the offseason.
it's deserved."
"It has nothing to do with Jim
After making $4.8 million last
McIlvaine or any of my team- season, including a $2.1 million
mates," Kemp said. "It's not signing bonus, Kemp is scheanything personal."
duled to make $3 million in the
Instead, Kemp said, his unexcused absence from camp was his • See Page 2B
way of making a statement of

Jimmy, Cowboys'brass holster tongues
Reunions dot Miami-Dallas

Miami head coach Jimmy Johnson is full of
praise for Cowboys' owner Jerry Jones.

By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
IRVING, Texas (AP) — No salvos. No blood. The pregame hype for Sunday's Dallas-Miami game has taken a
blindside hit.
Jerry Jones and Jimmy Johnson masked their feelings
Tuesday about how they really feel about each other
heading into Sunday's showdown, saying they are willing
to let bygones be bygones.
This was supposed to be the week their old feud boiled
over in a war of words.
Jones, the Cowboys owner who hired Johnson, then
fired him after a five-year tenure that included two Super
Bowl titles, said, "Our feelings make no difference how
this game comes out. "
Johnson, in a national teleconference call, agreed, saying "my relationship with the owner and coach (Barry
Switzer) have nothing to do with this game. Obviously,
there's some emotional ties with a lot of players and assistant coaches I have a lot of feelings for. ... I vowed to
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myself I wasn't going to let my emotions enter into it."
Johnson, who took over the Dolphins this year after
Don Shula retired, said he doesn't have to tell his players
how he feels.
"Our players understand this is an emotional game for
me," Johnson said. "What is important is we're 4-3 and
trying to get back on the winning track and playoffs.
That's what's important."
Jones praised Johnson, his former teammate at the
University of Arkansas, although their divorce came because they couldn't get along.
"Jimmy inspired me, he brought out the best in me,"
Jones said at a crowded weekly luncheon. "We have a
competition this Sunday. I'm not about to tarnish what
we did for five years. If I did that, I couldn't look in the
mirror. Both teams have a lot at stake and you can't
drum it up any more than that."
Johnson said he still has a lot of respect for Jones despite their feud.
"I've always said he's the greatest businessman I've
ever known in my life," Johnson said. "Jerry was always very good. He always relied on people who had expertise. We had no problems there."
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Dallas head coach Barry Switzer says the
game will be played on the field.

•Yankees...

U Kemp...

FROM PAGE 1B
McGnff and Javy Lopez, popped
up with their team poised for a
big inning.
"We got the pitches," Atlanta
manager Bobby Cox said. "We
just popped them up."
Atlanta also didn't do the liule
things it did so well in a 4-0 victory in Game 2.
Usually reliable Mark Lemke
hit into a double play in the first
when a bunt might have been in
order, and popped up a sacrifice
attempt in the sixth. Blauser, a
frequent target of Atlanta fans the
past three years, bobbled a grounder in the fourth that led to an
unearned run. Jones and Luis PoIonia were both thrown out trying
to steal second.
But it was the middle relief
that should be most troubling to
Atlanta heading into a Game 4
tonight that suddenly becomes
crucial to both teams.
Greg McMichael, the bridge
between the stellar rotation and

NBA," he said. "That's one
thing after playing for seven
years that I realize. There are no
promises."

FROM PAGE 1B
second year of a seven-year extension he signed in 1993.
According to the collective
bargaining agreement between
the NBA and its players, a player
cannot even suggest altering a
contract until three years after
signing the latest extension. That
means Kemp can't renegotiate
until October 1997.
Kemp said he wasn't going to
second-guess himself for signing
a longterm contract.
"You've got to live your life
the way that you plan it," he
said.
Sonics owner Barry Ackerley
went to Elkhart, Ind., where
Kemp was in seclusion, to visit
him.
"We talked about a few different things, about the future and
stuff," Kemp said.
Kemp said Ackerley made him
no promises.
"There's no promises in the

Kemp said he had come to
grips with NBA reality and
would be happy playing for the
Sonics this season.
"That's the thing I'm saying,"
he said. "I didn't want to come
back here and be frustrated. I'm
not going to play basketball and
think about money. I refuse to do
that. I haven't done that for seven
years and I'm not going to do
that now."
Coach George Karl said he expected the four-time All-Star to
play about 25 minutes when the
Sonics face Portland on Thursday
night in Spokane.
"I improved a tremendous
amount as a coach today," Karl
said. "I think it's clear we're a
championship team with Shawn
and we're just a very good basketball team without him."

dominating closer Mark Wohlers,
looked all too hittabk once again
when he was called on with the
Braves trailing only 2-1 in the
eighth.
"It was a close game and I
come in there and give up a couple of runs right off the bat,"
said McMichael, whose gave up
three hits and three runs without
getting an out. "That's not something I want to do. I want to keep
the team close and give the team
a chance to win."
This has become a familiar
pattern for McMichael, who gave
up a game-winning homer to St.
Louis' Brian Jordan in Game 4 of
the NL championship series. That
was Atlanta's last loss until
Tuesday.
Derek icier singled to lead off
the eighth. Bernie Williams, who
snapped an 0-for-7 slump with an
RBI single in the first, sent a
homer deep into the right-field
seats on a fat change-up. When
Cecil Fielder followed with a
double to deep center, McMichael trotted off the mound with
boos ringing in his ears.

Sports
BRIEFS
MSU cross country team wins in Martin
MARTIN Tenn — For the first time this season the Murray State cross
country team brought home a first place trophy as it finished first at the UT
Martin Invitational Saturday
Junior Jason McKinney led the MSU squad tor the second weekend with an
overall first place finish Junior Keith Jared ran in fourth place and sophomores Brad Mason and Jeremy Sobecki finished eighth and ninth, respectively Also competing well for the Racers were senior Todd Duff (14th) sophomore Tony Jonas (23rd) senior Chris Ruga (26th) and junior Keith Cle
mons (30th)
On the women s side senior Phyllis Jackson led the Lady Racer squad to a
second place overall finish behind Southeast Missouri State Jackson placed
seventh In the two mile race while sophomore Renee Haley finished eighth
The OVC Championships are Nov 2 in Martin

Diebold named OVC player of the week
Murray State volleyball middle biocker Stephanie Diebold was named the
Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Week by the OVC office
Diebold, a 5-11 native of Louisville, tallied 54 kills, 24 digs and eight blocks
in two matches last week Against Arkansas-Little Rock, Diebold set a new
Racer Arena Record with 34 kills and helped the squad break a team match
record with 99 kills
I'm really happy for Stephanie, said coach Brenda Bowfin 'She has really
stepped up her play recently and is a very big reason for our success.'
In the UALR match, setter Knsti Hoffman broke the assist record, handing
out 79 in the match, while Melissa Bridges recorded a career-high 27 kills in
the win
The Racers will play seven of their last nine regular season matches at
home MSU is also hosting the OVC Tournament, slated for Nov 22-24
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8 out of 10 drivers better come
to the Car Care Fair...
Here's why...
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With 8 out of 10 drivers pumping their own gas, today's vehicles just aren't
getting the same kind of attention they used to get. Nobody's looking under the
hood...nobody's checking the fluids.
At the Car Care Fair you'll learn some easy,
preventive maintenance steps you should perform on a regular basis. So you'll be there,
right? Because its better to hear it from the
experts than from your car.
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Cunningham Auto Repair
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NFL STAT LEADERS

Murray Auto Parts

University Tire

Lady Racers win
Classic at Miller
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Central Shopping Center
753-8604
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00
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Your Choice,
P)99
2" x 180'
as *
Promask Tape or
1" x 60' Painter's Tape

SOO .1(*s‘

GE
Paint Thinner

99

For
cii-based
Paints and cleaning brushes
Galion 580-0514

,

Silicone ll
Caulking
Clear or white
588 0539 0562

Interior Wall Primer
White Gallon 551 5315

511' '922 4-,04

Coastto Coast®
Americas TOTAL HARDWARE.
' Store

•

Primer

.St#
Soft Touch Latex
Ceiling Paint Flat matte
finish Gallon 550 6050

999

109
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Murray State's Brandi Stevenson
and Jessica Widman each shot a
three-round score of 237 to lead the
Lady Racer golf team to a first place
finish in the Hilltopper/Racer Classic
at MSU's Miller Memorial Golf
Course.
Stevenson and Widman finished
in a tie for third in the event, which
was held Sunday-Tuesday. Murray
State finished the 54-hole event with
a 964, 11 strokes ahead of Eastern
Kentucky and 15 shots in front of
Western Kentucky. Nine teams participated in the tournament.
MSU's Mikki McLeary posted a
ninth-place 244, followed by Melanie
Kopperud and Connie Steely at 247
in tenth place. MSU's Tricia Brooks
fired a 263 playing as an unattached
player in the field.
The Hilltopper/Racer Classic
marked the completion of the Lady
Racers' fall competition schedule

Racer volleyball
dispatches UTM
Melissa Bridges and Stephanie
Diebold combined for 45 kills to lead
Murray State to a 3-2 win over UTMartin.
Bridges piled up 24 kills on the
night and Diebold finished with 21 as
the Racers improved their record to
18-7 (8-3 OVC). UT-Martin (7-15,
2-8 OVC) won the first game 15-13,
but MSU took the second game
15-6 UT-Martin claimed the third
game 15-7 before the Racers closed
out the match with a 15-10 win in
Game 4 and a 15-12 victory in Game
5

•UK search...
FROM PAGE 1B
cruit players who can succeed in
the classroom and compete at the
level of the Southeastern
Conference.
"Obviously in this day and
time, you want someone exciting," he said. "But I tell you
winning is what's exciting. We'll
do our homework and we'll hopefully do the appropriate thing."
Newton said he plans to conduct an indepth study on all areas
of the football program to see
what it has not be successful. The
school's last winning record was
6-5 in 1989.
"This is not an easy place to
coach football and I want someone who truly understands the
totalness of this program, what
we're about, and understanding
that, feels they can really get it
done and really wants that opportunity," he said.
Newton said he hasn't compiled a list of candidates.
"And I did that purposely," he
said. "I wanted my total support
to be behind this coach and this
coaching staff until this decision
was made," he said.
While Newton doesn't expect
to hire a coach until after the season, he indicated he could name
someone before it ended.
"If we find the person, we'd
hire him," he said.
Newton said no one on the current staff will be considered for
the job.
When asked if Howard Schnellenberger would be in the running, Newton said, "I'm not going to get into names. It will
serve no purpose."
Newton said another job is
convincing people that Kentucky
can win in football.
P "Change of attitude is the
toughest part of this whole process," he said. "Until that happens, winning doesn't take
place."

Prevent mishaps for a
safe and fun Halloween
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Murray Sewing Center
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Trick-or-treating should be fun
for children, not dangerous. If your
little goblin will be roaming neighborhoods in search of candy, state
health and safety officials are reminding parents and children of
some simple safety tips that will
make Halloween a frightfully good
time.
"Most injuries that happen while
trick-or-treating are caused by unsafe costumes, motor vehicles and
collected candy," said Patty Sewell,
coordinator of the Kentucky SAFE
KIDS Coalition in the Deparunent
for Public Health. "Before a child
goes out trick-or-treating, parents
should make sure the child's costume is safe, and important safety
rules have been reviewed."
Sewell said the first safety rule is
adult supervision, especially for
young children. If an older child
wants to go without an adult, then
that child should go with a group for
protection, she said.
The following suggestions will
help children have a safe Halloween.
To prevent falls:
"Apply face paint or cosmetics
directly to the face. A loose-fitting
mask can obstruct a child's vision. If
a mask is worn, make sure it fits
securely and the eye holes are large
enough for good vision.
"Give trick-or-treaters flashlights.
•Make costumes short enough to
avoid tripping.
•Secure hats so they will not slip
over a child's eyes.
•Dress children in shoes that fit.
Adult shoes used for costumes are
not safe for trick-or-treating.
-Allow children to carry only
flexible knives, swords or other
props. Anything they carry could
injure them if they fall.
•Teach children to stay on sidewalks instead of cutting across yards.
Lawn ornaments, tree branches and
clotheslines are hidden hazards in
the dark.
To avoid injuries involving motor vehicles, follow these tips:
•Decorate costumes, bags and
sacks with reflective tape.

•Use Halloween costumes that
are light or bright enough to make
them more visible at night.
"Tell children to walk, not run,
while trick-or-treating.
•Remind children to stop at corners, look left and right before
crossing the street, and never dart
from between parked cars.
Motorists should be particularly
alert on trick-or-treat night and
follow these safety tips:
•Slow down in residential neighborhoods.
•Watch for children walking in
the street or on medians and curbs.
•Obey all traffic signs and signals.
-Enter and exit driveways and
alleyways carefully.
-Teach children to enter and exit
the car on the curb side, away from
traffic.
When choosing a costume remember these helpful tips to prevent
burns:
"Look for flame resistant labels
on costumes, masks, beards and
wigs.
•Use fire resistant material when
making homemade costumes.
•Avoid costumes made out of
flimsy material and outfits with big,
baggy sleeves or billowing skins
because they are more likely to
come in contact with an exposed
flame.
These general rules can prevent a
scary experience:
-Tell children not to eat treats
before they are checked at home for
tampering. Check each piece for
puncture holes in wrappers or candy
that has been unwrapped and repackaged. Adults should try to
notice treats given at each home in
case there is a question later. Suspect items should be reported to the
police. Discard homemade treats.
Fruits should be inspected closely
for punctures and cut open before a
child eats it. Some communities
provide free x-rays of trick-or-treat
items.
•Teach your child his or her
phone number.
•Instruct older children to travel

only in familiar areas and along an
established route.
•Set a time for older children to
return home.
•Instruct children never to enter a
home or an apartment building
unless accompanied by their supervising adult.
•Restrict their trick-or-treating
visits to homes with porch or outside lights illuminated.
•Adults should remove breakable
items or obstacles such as tools,
ladders and children's toys from
their lawns, steps and porches.
Sewell said some parents may
want to consider some safe alternatives to door-to-door trick-or-treating. Parents can throw a Halloween
party, take children only to homes
where they know the residents or go
to malls where the stores have
trick-or-treating.
For more information on Halloween safety, contact Sewell at the
Kentucky SAFE KIDS Coalition,
Department for Public Health in
Frankfort at (502) 564-2154.

RVCSC
C SALE
Butterick Patterns
5316, Ends
On Pattern
oct 26

ea.
ENTIRE STOCK

Christmas
Ribbons

Flannel
Prints

2 Yd.

2.33

$

For $5

Reg. $5.97

Western
Print

Holiday
Prints
Halloween, Thanksgiving
& Christmas
Print L Panels

Yd.

45 Wide
Reg. $3.98

Stay within the
neighborhood and visit
only homes you know.

SAFETY TIPS FROM THE
NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL

Wool &
Wool Blends

1/3

Off

45 Wide

$247
.

Roll

ENTIRE STOCK

3.97
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of the Month!
Murray Sewing Center NotionQuilting
Bel-Air Shopping Center, Murray, KY
(502) 753-5323 • Mon.-Sat. 9-6
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'Murray's Fabric Store!

$1.59
Reg $1.85
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"Whatever It Takes, We Want to be Your Car or Truck Company."
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- WEED CJIIRE
1996 Toyota Camry LE
12,000 miles, ruby pearl with grey cloth.

'16,952'

1996 Chevrolet Corsica
17,000 miles, V-6 engine, grey green metallic $10,38962

1996 Toyota Camry LE
13,000 miles, white with oak interior

1995 Chevrolet Beretta
\

6,500 miles, black with grey int

16,968'
59,74437

1995 Toyota Avalon XLS
Emerald green, beige leather, sunroof

'21,906"

1995 Chevrolet Camaro
16,000 miles, red with graphite cloth

12,367"

1995 Olds Cutlass Supreme
Two door coupe, full loaded, red with graphite cloth

12,467'
1995 Cadillac DeVille
Shale with beige leather, 1 owner new car trade

Wickliffe Mounds hosting fair
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center will be hosting a Natural Environment Fair on Oct. 26-27. This
will be the final special event of the
season at Murray State University's
research center in Wickliffe. The
fair will offer a wide range of
information about the natural environment in which we live, said
Becky Fye, assistant director at
Wickliffe Mounds.
"The Mississippian people who
lived here 900 years ago knew their
natural environment probably better
than most of us today," said Fye.
"The idea behind the Natural Environment Fair is to give visitors the
opportunity to talk to specialists
about the world around us. They

19,000 miles, light blue with grey cloth

'8,563'

1995 Buick Riviera
Medium blue, beige leather, 28,000 miles, CD, loaded..

18,792'
1994 Ford Thunderbird LX
V-8, ground effects, black with beige cloth

'
$1 0,4672

1994 Ford Escort LX

ALBUQUERQUE (AP)- The
father of a high school football
player admitted he sharpened a
buckle on his son's helmet before
a game in which several opponents were cut, one badly enough
to need 12 stitches.
The father said he did it because referees had failed to penalize players for roughing up his
son in an earlier game, the Albuquerque Journal reported
Tuesday.
Officials stopped an Oct. 12

game tetween St. Pius and Albuquerque Academy after five
Academy players were cut.
They then found that a buckle
on the helmet worn by St. Pius
junior Mike Cito had an edge
sharp enough to shred a magazine
cover. Some Academy players
said they believed other St. Pius
athletes knew about the buckle
before the game was stopped.
Last Friday, the newspaper reported, Stephen Cito admitted
uithe Rev. Ronald G. Schwenzer,

Emerald green, grey cloth, automatic, 26,000 miles

6,983'
1994 Dodge Shadow ES

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE
Worry Free Service

Since 1949

Blue and silver with grey cloth, 32,000 miles $7,56783

1994 Mercury Cougar LS
Burgandy with grey cloth, full power

10,211 85

1994 Chevrolet Cavalier
Two door, black with grey cloth, 38,000 miles

$6,75326

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Financing Available

1993 Dodge Dynasty LE
Beige with beige cloth, full power, 46,000 miles

49438
1992 Ford Mustang LX
Red with grey cloth, automatic, 52,000 miles

'5,90220

1989 Cadillac DeVille
Academy grey with burgandy leather, 83,000 miles

of the wetlands and about the fish
and wildlife we share the region
with. We'll tie all of the various
experts' presentations to what we
know about the Mississippians."
Outdoor and Native American
games will be taught by environmental teachers from Murray State
University. MSU students will be
present to discuss raptor (birds of
prey) rehabilitation and will share
information about the geological
formation of the region, including
this as an earthquake-prone area,
Fye noted. Westvaco's Timberlands
Division will be on hand to talk
about their Project Learning Tree.
On Saturday only, animal rehabil-

Lease Tanks Available: There is also a limited number of
lease tanks available for qualified customers.

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011

7,896'

principal at St. Pius, that he had
sharpened the buckle.
"I was shocked when he said
it. ... He said he is very remorseful for doing it," Schwenzer said.
"He indicated that the previous week he felt his son was being tackled and getting pushed around unfairly and the referees
said they didn't see anything,"
Schwenzer said. "This was his
dad's solution to that."
Mike Cito was expelled Monday, and already had been dismissed from the team.
The elder Cito declined to
comment to the newspaper and
did not return calls from The Associated Press.
Schwenzer said Mike Cito's
parents appealed the expulsion,
but the father's confession wasn't
enough evidence to warrant keeping the teen-ager in school.
"The son is 17 years old,"
Schwenzer said. "We're talking
about an age of being able to rea-

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP)
- Call it an allergy shot for the
sniffly-sneezy bunch: Cypress,
mulberry, elm and male juniper
trees will be considered outlaw
greenery by next August.
The city council banned certain

1996 Toyota Rav4
Dark green, grey cloth, automatic, CD,four wheel drive

17,84362
1995 Dodge 1500 SLT
Burgandy two-tone, conversion, leather, custom wheel..

14,968'
1995 Toyota Extended Cab 4x4
Emerald green, graphite cloth, air, 5 speed, 17,000

14,892'

1995 Chevrolet Tahoe 4x4
Lt. package, black, beige leather, 21,000 miles

27,542"
1995 Chevrolet Conversion Van

Can Dine
For...

27,000 miles, TV VCR, captain's chairs, dark green &
beige

'18,64328

1994 Toyota Pickup
5 speed, air, cassette, 18,000 miles, new car trade

7,637"
1994 Chevrolet Astro CL
Every option available, 28,000 miles, burgandy with
burgandy cloth

13,968'

1994 Ford Ranger XLT
O
Extended cab, 4.0 liter engine, alloy wheels.$8,86346

Lunch Buffet
Includes..,
All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza &
SpaGatti,
Salad & Drink

1993 Chevrolet S10
Tahoe decor, red with graphite, V-6, automatic, 56,000
miles

'7,91392

1992 Chevrolet C1500
27.000 miles, V-6 overdrive transmission, Scottsdale, 1
owner new truck trade

"
$8,585

1990 GMC Safari SLE
Captain's chairs, alloy wheels, 80,000 miles

$6,76342

Offer good for two lunch buffets.
dunng buffet hours Good at the
location shown •boire only One
buffet per coupon. one coupon per
guest Not. good nth any other
discount offer Offer good through
Oct. 31, 1996

Try Our
Delicious
Fettucini
Alfredo...
Savor the
scrumptious
taste
of our
Fettucini
Alfredo on
both
the lunch &
dinner buffet.

804 Chestnut
753-6656
Offer good at lor•tlon shown above
I only One coupon per order, ono
I coupon per guest Not good 'nth
I any otherdiscount offer Offer good
through Oct. 31, 1996
Pick Up Only

804 Chestnut St.
753-6656

son. We still have to look at what
the intent of this was."
Academy senior Joe Paquette,
who needed 12 stitches to close a
gash on his forearm, said he believed several St. Pius players
made indirect references to the
buckle before the game was
stopped.
"It seems like they knew what
was going on," Paquette said.
Schwenzer said there wasn't
any evidence any of the coaches,
athletic staff or other players
knew about the buckle in
advance.
The incident is being investigated by the New Mexico Activities Association, the governing
body for high school sports in the
state, and by District Attorney
Robert Schwartz.
"There's no such thing as stadium immunity," Schwartz said
Tuesday. "Just because you have
a number on your back doesn't
mean you shouldn't have one
under your profile."

Albuquerque will ban elm,
Cypress, mulberry,juniper

USED r,tre,is

miles

itator Peggy Barbour of Wickliffe
will be on site with wild animals
with which she is currently working.
The Natural Environment Fair
will be held on Saturday, Oct. 26,
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., and on
Sunday, Oct. 27, from 1 to 4 p.m.
The event is being co-hosted by
the Kentucky division of forestry,
the Kentucky department of fish and
wildlife, CDM Federal Programs,
Timberlands Division of Westvaco,
MSU's departments of biology and
geosciences,and the MSU Center of
Environmental Education.
For more information,call Wickliffe Mounds Research Center at
(502) 335-3681.

Player's father admits sharpening buckle

21,887'
1995 Chevrolet Corsica

will share their expertise on native
and imported trees, forest products,
fish, wildlife, endangered species,
the wetlands,geology,earthquakes,
types of rocks in our region, as well
as raptor and animal rehabilitation.
"This is the first time we've
hosted an event that focuses solely
on the natural environment of the
region," Fye added. "The environment played a major role in the
development of the Mississippian
culture, and impacts our culture
today just as much. It'll be fun
sharing what we know about how
our area was formed geologically,
about types of rocks, why some
trees and plants grow here and
others don't, about the importance

pollen-producing trees in an effort to provide relief for allergy
sufferers.
"We're not eliminating all
trees, we're not eliminating a
whole bunch of trees," said Alan
Armijo, who sponsored the measure. "We'll still be able to plant
85 percent of the trees we're
planting right now."
The prohibition becomes law
on Aug. 1.
Fines of up to $500 can be imposed for growing, selling, importing or planting the new offenders. Male junipers that are taller
than 2 feet also fall under the
ban, which does not include existing trees.
Rio Grande cottonwoods,
quaking aspens, mountain cottonwoods, sycamores and ash trees
can be sold as long as they are
tagged high-pollen producers.
The pollen count is generally
high in Albuquerque from January to June.
Tree experts said the ordinance, which was approved Monday by a 6-2 vote, would not be
effective because allergy problems would shift to new trees as
people become sensitized to different kinds of pollen.
Environmentalists said banning
trees would cause a precarious
decline in the urban forest, making it more susceptible to disease.
"In essence, I think we are
messing with Mother Nature on
this," councilman Sam Bregman
said. "Where do we stop? If we
start banning trees, do we stop
next at. banning cats and dogs?"

Congratulations! We'd Like
To Stop By And Give You
A Basketful of Free Gifts
Over the years. the Welcome Wagon'
basket has become a welcome sight to
all kinds of people New residents, new
parents and new citizens all enjoy the
benefits of a free Welcome Wagon
basket which not only contains valuable
gifts, but also information about corn
munity services and local businesses
For you, it's anew day Why not start it
by making a new friend" We'd love to
hear from you

"Whatever It Takes We Want to be Your Car or Truck Company."
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Mrs. Bertha Ann Newberry

Herbert Calhoon
Herbert Calhoon, 54, Lindsey Beane Road, Murray, died today,
Wednesday, Oct. 23, 1996, at 2:37 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Louise G. Fields
The funeral for Mrs. Louise G. Fields will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Hornbeak Funeral Home, Fulton. John Curtis and Cecil May
Ill will officiate. Burial will follow in Obion County Memorial
Gardens.
Mrs. Fields, 64, South Fulton, Tenn., died Monday, Oct. 21, 1996,
at Union City Healthcare Center, Union City, Tenn.
She was former owner-operator of Q-Mart, Dresden, Tenn. She was
a member of Parkway Church of Christ, Fulton, and of American Legion Auxiliary.
Preceding her in death were her two husbands, Raymond Stallins
and J.D. Fields. Born Sept. 7, 1932, in Hickman County, she was the
daughter of Vera Mae Collins Glisson and the late J.W. Glisson.
Survivors include her mother, Mrs. Vera Mae Collins Glisson,
Duba; three sisters, Mrs. Mary Joyce Collins, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Marfcella Tate, Springville, Tenn.. and Mrs. Dorothy Mae Whatt, Puryear,
Tenn.; three brothers, Edward Lee Glisson, Murray, Jerry Ray Glisson, Warren, Mich., and Larry Glisson, Hazel; one uncle, Buddy Collins, Farmington; several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Bernice Haddix
Graveside rites for Mrs. Bernice Haddix were today at 11 a.m. at St.
Henry Cemetery. Monsignor George Hancock will officiate.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Haddix, 72, Sikeston, Mo., formerly of Murray, died Sunday,
Oct. 20, 1996, at 9:26 p.m. at Hunter Ridge Nursing Home, Sikeston.
She was a member of St. Henry Catholic Church at Aurora. One
brother, Raymond Bartovick, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Eugene Haddix; three sisters, Ms.
Lillian Bartovick and Mrs. Agnes Samuelson, La Cross, Wis., and
Mrs. Marion Ottmann, Racine, Wis.; one brother, George Bartovick,
Kansas; three brothers-in-law, Thomas Haddix, Rosavelt Haddix, and
Curtis Haddix, all of Benton.

These funds will be used to
upgrade the energy management
system. Reducing energy use will
have a favorable environmental impact and save money.
The ICP is administered in Kentucky by the Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet,
Divison of Energy,663 Teton Trail,
Frankfort, KY 40601.
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Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
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Ford Motor
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Goodrich
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I B M..........
.451/s unc Wal-Mart......................273/s • 1/4
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Lyons
Is
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UNC-price unchanged
Hilliard Lyons
. Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
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Our Best Investment Is You.
Inc • hiernher

I I-8 Whgvd. W

$irc

NO'S(

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE

MININWNI

YIELD

DErosIT

4.95%

$1000

5.05%
12 Months 5,75%

$1000

182 Days
9 Months

$500

24 Months 5.80% $500
60 Months 6.15% $500
Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These
annual
percentage
yields are effective
October 22, 1996.

Great Weekly Specials

„FRIDAY NIGHT BUFFET;
Bar-B-0 Ran, Pond Raised Catfish
Filets, Fried Chicken, Hickory
Smoked Ham, Food Bar, Salad Bar,
Dessert Bar, Drink.

PeoplesBank

s 95

Of Murray,Kentucky
•

Kroger Money Market Center 767-2235
Maui Office: 5th & Main • North Branch: 12th & Chestnut • South
Branch: 12th & Story • 767-BANK

Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
Murray, Ky.
753-0045
Chestnut St.

It's time for a change!
Let us help you get started.
Free training and job search
assistance available to those
55+ and JTPA eligible.
For more information contact
Purchase Area Senior Employment
Program at one of these numbers:

- Receive -

in Complimentary
Grocery Discounts

$230

Like
You
ifts

79
8

Services for Mrs. Eva Bruce Cole will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Michael Dublin will officiate. Burial will follow in Storey's Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Mrs. Cole, 89, Fulton, died Tuesday, Oct. 22, 1996, at 2:25 a.m. at
Martin Healthcare Facility, Martin, Tenn.
She was a member of a Church of Christ.
Her husband, Lois Cole, one daughter, Mrs. Willie Rue Rickman,
one son, Codie Lee Cole, three sisters, Mrs. Kittie Wilkerson, Mrs.
Bessie Howard and Mrs. Pearl Key, and four brothers, Sam, Herman,
Robert, and J.E. Bruce, preceded her in death. Born July 12, 1902, in
Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Logan Bruce and
Gemime Lawrence Bruce.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Treva Dublin and husband,
Earl, Dewey, Ariz.; a daughter-in-law, Mrs. Margaret Cole, Rt. 1, Sedalia; six grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.
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who will live and work in Murray
and Calloway County must be on
guard, must reexamine what it is
that really makes a place worth
living in.
Do we care enough about our
birthplace or adopted home to stay
abreast of theShelter story? Will we
care for our own animals and keep
them from the dangers of the
streets? Will we have our pets fixed
so that they don't present the community with unwanted animals?
Will we work hard to elect men and
women who will take personal
responsibility for addressing the
problem of animal welfare instead
of leaving it entirely up to the
Humane Society and the Animal
Shelter staff?
The Humane Society applauds
the local chapter of Crimestoppers
for offering a reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of the person or persons who
destroyed county property and mutilated puppies. If you have information about the crime or wish to
contribute to the reward, you may
call 753-9500, 753-1621 or 7533151.
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Mrs. Thelma Pearl Jones, 66, South 12th Street, Murray, died Tuesday, Oct. 22, 1996, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Cadiz Baptist Church. Her husband, Raymond
T. Jones, and two brothers preceded her in death. Born Dec. 8, 1929,
in Trigg County, she was the daughter of the late Marvin Joiner and
Essie Mae Calhoon Joiner.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Janice Tramiella, Italy; four
sons, Charles Jones and wife, Sarah, Steven Jones, and Mike Jones, all
of Murray, and Robert R. Jones and wife, Christine, Lynnwood, Ill.;
one sister, Mrs. Annie Armondare and husband, Phillip, Owensboro;
five grandchildren.
A memorial service will be Thursday at 7 p.m. at Cadiz Baptist
Church, Cadiz.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangemnts, but no
visitation is scheduled.

'His BAR-B-4

Calloway Co. Humane Society
The Humane Society joins with
the caring members of our community in shock and dismay over
the recent break-in and animal mutilation at the Murray-Calloway
County Animal Shelter. The cowardly, twisted acts of barbaric
cruelty inflicted on the puppies tell a
tale of warped and violent individuals at large among us--individuals in
need of help. It is well documented
that animal abuse is closely linked
to acts of child and spouse abuse.
The chilling probability is that other
innocents, including humans, have
suffered at the hands of the puppy
killers and may be doing so now.
The Shelter staff had a staggering
task to deal with upon finding the
dire results of the Shelter break-in
on the morning of Oct. 14. For a
time the community will demonstrate its horror at the outrage by
volunteering time, moral and
monetary support.
But no short-term outpouring of
good intentions will completely erase the shadow that now hangs over
this well-intentioned, proud community. Such a vile public disregard for life, means that all citizens

Mrs. Thelma Pearl Jones

Mrs. Eva Bruce Cole

Hospital receives
grant from KDOE
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will receive an' InstituProgram
tional
Conservation
matching grant of $66,500 from the
Kentucky Division of Energy
(KDOE)for improving energy efficiency in the main hospital building.
The hospital will add $66,500 of its
own funds for a total project cost of
$133,000.

Mrs. Bertha Ann Newberry, 102, Hopkinsville, grandmother of Mrs.
Leisa Faughn of Murray, died Tuesday. Oct. 22, 1996, at Covington's
Convalescent Center, Hopkinsville.
The widow of William Edward Newberry, she was a member of
Southside Church of Christ, Hopkinsville.
Preceding her in death were two daughters, Mrs. Willie T. Banken
and Mrs. Tommy Lou Sandefer, and one son, Robert Edward Newberry. Born Dec. 10, 1893, in Weakley County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Robert Lee Radford and Anna Bruce Radford.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Margaret Allen Nance, Glendale, Ariz.; one son, Ernest B. Newberry, Crawfordville, Fla.; nine
grandchildren including Mrs. Leisa Faughn and husband, Don. Murray; 16 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Hughart &
Beard Funeral Home, Hopkinsville. Terry Alan Jones will officiate.
Burial will follow in Sunset Cemetery, Dresden, Tenn. No visitation
will be scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to David L. King Scholarship Fund, c/o Southside Church of Christ, 529 Country Club Lane,
Hopkinsville, KY 42240.

247-7171

From A National Manufacturer
At The Grocery Store Of Your Choice

Graves

FILL OUT AND MAIL TODAY!
And You May Be Eligible To Receive '250 In Grocery Saving Discounts

753-8325

(Please Print Clearly)

Calloway

Name
Address
City

554-2097

Zip

Phone

Number In Family

McCracken

My Favorite Supermarket Is
Average Weekly Grocery Bill
Are You A Homeowner?

Yes

Do You Have A Major Credit Card?

1-800-866-4213

No
Yes

Do You Buy Bottled Water At Your Grocery Store? Yes
Is Head Of Household Employed ____

Retire4_

Mall To: Grocery Discount Offer
c/o Envrionmental Water Systems
1756 "8" Jardco Drive
Clarksville, TN 37040

1.30,

Other Counties

No

_.--1

No

II

Other

The Senior Employment Program is funded under the Job Training Partnership Act by the West Kentucky Private
Industry Council and the Workforce Development Cabinet. This is an equal opportunity program. Auxiliary aids
and services are available upon request to individuals with disabilities.
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CALLOWAY COUNTY JUDICIAL BUILDING

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
DIVISION OF FINANCE

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
FOR
CALLOWAY COUNTY JUDICIAL BUILDING
SITE DEMOLITION, EXCAVATION, GRADING AND STORM DRAINAGE
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

GENERAL BUDGET
FOR SCHOOL YEAR 1996-97
CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT, COUNTY OF CALLOWAY

SECTION 00010 - ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

To the Kentucky Board of Education, Frankfort, KY:
In compliance with Kentucky Revised Statutes and the regulations ofthe Kentucky Board ofEducation, we,the board of
education ofthe above named school district, hereby submit to you for approval our General Budget adopted October 10,
1996 showing the tax levies specified by this board and the estimated receipts and expenditures proposed for school year
1996-97
This budget provides for a school term of 185 days
Real Estate

Tangible

$.314

$.314

$.062
8.376

$.062
$.376

General Fund
Sinking Fund
Building Fund per KRS 160.476 and Five Cent (50) FSPK Levy per KRS 157.440
Total Property Levy

Motor Vehicle Tax Rate: $.521
Permissive Tax Levies: Occupational Tax (KRS 160.605)
160.621)

, Utility Tax (KRS 160.613) 3%, Excise Tax (KRS

Sealed proposals. in duplicate, for the referenced work will be received by the Calloway County Fiscal Court,
Office of the County Judge Executive, Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky
42071 in the manner and on the date hereinafter specified for the furnishing of all labor, materials, supplies,
tools, appliances, equipment, services, etc.. necessary for the construction of the Calloway County Judicial
Building as set forth in the Contract Documents as prepared by Architecture Plus,Inc., 112 North Court Street,
P 0 Box 511,Georgetown, Kentucky 40324-0511, telephone number 502-863-9454 and under the terms and
conditions of this Advertisement. The Project will be bid by packages and will be managed by Architecture
Plus. Inc., 112 N. Court Street, Georgetown, Kentucky 40324.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The project consists of a new Calloway County Judicial Building.The facility is slab on grade,steel structures,
metal stud infill exterior wall, metal stud interior walls, drywall and panel finishes. The site is located at the
corner of 4th and Spruce Streets, Murray, Kentucky.This bid package(Bid Package No. 1-Site Demolition and
Excavation)includes demolition of two existing masonry single level buildings and site excavation. One of the
two existing buildings will remain as a construction office and will be demolished during fetish grading work.
METHOD OF RECEIVING BIDS.

$1,181,852.86

Beginning Cash Balance in General Fund on July 1

NOTE: Failure to utilize the Form of Proposal set forth in the Bid Documents will be cause for invalidation of
the bid.
METHOD OF AWARD:

ESTIMATED TAX RECEIPTS
1111-a

ADVERTISEMENT:

Bids will be received from all Contractors on a lump sum basis for the total project. Bids shall be submitted in the
manner herein described and on the Form of Proposal included with the conditions and specifications and shall
be subject to all the conditions as set forth and described in the Bid Documents.

Object
Code
6101

Legal
NOW

Logal
Notice

Award shall be issued on the lowest responsive bid price by a responsible bidder. The Bid Proposal will contain
all qualifying requirements and forms.

The assessed valuation of Real Property subject to taxation
for school purposes certified by the Revenue Cabinet is
$513,736,138 and, based on levy on real property, will produce

$1,931,647.88

•

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS REVIEWED:
Specifications, Plans, and Contract Documents may be examined at the following places:

1111-b

1113-a

1113-b

1116

1117

The assessed valuation of Tangible Personal Property
is $56,944,688 and, based on levy on tangible
property, will produce
The assessed valuation of Real Property of Public Service
Corporations certified by the Revenue Cabinet is $4,283,856
and, based on levy on real property, will produce

The assessed valuation of Distilled Spirits is $0.00 and,
based on levy on tangible property, will produce

$123,924.71

4. F W. Dodge McGraw Hill Information Services, 303 N. Hurstbourn Lane, Suite 265, Louisville, Kentucky
40222.

$0.00

F.W. Dodge McGraw Hill Information Services, 1133 West Mill Road,suites #106-107, Evansville, Indiana
40710.
5. Builders Exchange of Louisville, 2300 Meadows Drive, Louisville, Kentucky 40218

The assessed valuation of Motor Vehicles is $111,231,734 and,
based on the levy on motor vehicles, will produce

TOTAL OF CODES 1111, 1113, 1116, 1117, 1121, 1131
Exonerations (estimated)
Delinquencies (estimated)
Discounts (estimated)
Other

$16,107.30

2. Architecture Plus, Inc., 112 North Court Street, P.O. Box 511, Georgetown, Kentucky 40324-0511.
3. Associated Builders and Contractors of Kentucky, Inc., 10801 Electron Drive, Suite 0308. Louisville,
Kentucky 40299.
Associated Builders and Contractors of Kentucky, Inc., 1440 Campbell Lane, Suite #500, Bowling Green,
Kentucky 42104.

The assessed valuation of Tangible Personal Property
of Public Service Corporations is $32,958,699 and,
based on levy on tangible property, will produce

1121/1131 The Permissive Taxes requested to be levied will produce
A

$214,112 03

I. Office of the County Judge Executive, Hon. J.D. Williams, Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South 5th
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071.

$579,517.33

OBTAINING PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS:

$708,900.00

Plans and specifications may be obtained from Architecture Plus, Inc. 112 North Court Street, Georgetown.
Kentucky 40324, (502)863-9454 in accordance with the following deposit and charge schedule.

$3,574,209.25

DEPOSIT

REQUIRED ON

REFUNDABLE

$75.00
1 complete set
Initial set
S100.00
All checks shall be made payable to Architecture Plus, Inc. If plans and specifications are to be mailed,
arrangements must be made with Architecture Plus, Inc. A separate non-refundable check for $15.00 per set
shall be made payable to Architecture Plus, Inc. No plans or specifications shall be mailed until receipt of
checks.

$22,857.92
$28,572.40
$34,286.88
$114,612.37

TOTAL COST OF TAX COLLECTIONS

$200,329.57

Estimated receipts from previous tax delinquences (Code 1115)
and revenue in lieu of taxes (Code 1280)

$175,300.00

TOTAL ESTIMATEF TAX RECEIPTS (A-B+C)

$3,549,179.68

Plans, specifications and all addenda must be returned, at the plan holder's expense,in usable condition within
thirty (30) calendar days after the closing date of receipt of bids to Architecture Plus, Inc., 112 North Court
Street, Georgetown, Kentucky 40324. No bidding documents will be released by the issuing authority
commencing five (5) days prior to the date of the bid opening.
PRE-BID CONFERENCE:
There will be one (1) Pre-Bid Conference held:
Date: November 7, 1996

OTHER ESTIMATED RECEIPTS
Object
Code
1300
1510
1900
3111
3121-3138
5210-5220
Fund 1
Fund 2
Fund 51
Fund 310
Fund 320
Fund 350

Time: 10 A.M.
Tuition
Interest from Investments
Other Revenue from Local Sources
SEEK Program
Other Revenue from State Sources
Other
TOTAL OTHER RECEIPTS FOR GENERAL FUND (Codes 1300 thru 5220)
Other Receipts and Cash Balance for Special Revenue Programs
Other Receipts and Cash Balance for School Food Service Programs
Other Receipts and Cash Balance for Seek Capital Outlay Program
Other Receipts and Cash Balance for FSPK Building Fund
Other Receipts and Cash Balance for Education Technology Fund
TOTAL OTHER ESTIMATED RECEIPTS (Funds 1, 2, 51, 310, 320, and 350)
GRAND TOTAL ESTIMATED RECEIPTS PLUS BEGINNING GENERAL FUND
CASH BALANCE (Code 6101+D+E)

$0.00
$102,000.00
$369,657.71
$8,607,210.00
$37,826.00
$0.00
$9,116,693.71
$2,882,027.69
$1,130,000.00
$522,772.00
$547,683.00
$458,358.86
$14,657,535.26
$19,388,567.80

Place: Construction Site
Comer of 4th and Spruce Street
Murray, Kentucky
This conference will not be mandatory, but all Bid Packages Prime Contractors are encouraged to attend. Other
plan holders and those wishing to review and discuss the project are urged to attend.
Decisions and clarifications discussed at this meeting will be incorporated into the Contract Documents by an
Addendum issued no later than three (3) days prior to bidding. Substitute systems or materials will not be
discussed.
BID SUBMITTAL:
CONTRACTORS MUST SUBMIT THEIR BID IN A SEALED ENVELOPE,
SE.N LED BID FOR: CALLOWAY COUNTY JUDICIAL BUILDINQ
BID DATE AND TIME: NOVEMBER 14, 1996. 10:00 A.M. LOCAL
PLACE: WEAKS COMMUNITY CENTER

mig

Bids, upon their receipt by the Calloway County Fiscal Court, are stamped showing the hour and date received.
Bids received after the scheduled closing time for reception of bids will not be considered provided any legal
bids have been received on said referenced invitation.

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES

Only those contractors who have obtained Contract Documents directly from issuing authority will be eligible
to submit a proposal for this project.

Function
Code
1000-1999 Instructional Programs
2100-2199 Student Support Programs
2200-2299 Instructional Staff Support Programs
2300-2399 District Administration Support Services
2400-2499 School Administration
2500-2599 Business Support Services
2600-2699 Plant Operation & Maintenance
2700-2799 Student Transportation
2800-2999 Central Office Support Services
3100-3199 Food Service Operations
3300-3399 Community Service Operations
3200-32993900-3999 Other Non -Instructional Services
4100-4999 Facilities Acquisition and Construction Services
5100-5999 Other
TOTAL ESTIMATED GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURES (Codes 1000 thru 5999)
Fund 1
Expenditures for Special Revenue Programs
2
Fund
Expenditures for School Food Service Programs
Fund 51
Fund 310 Expenditures for Seek Capital Outlay Program
Fund 320 Expenditures for FSPK Building Fund
Fund 350 Expenditures for Education Technology Fund
TOTAL ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES (Funds 1, 2, 51, 310, 320, and 350)

$7,715,047.00
$380,188.00
$396,710.00
$2,245,861.25
$481,241.00
$106,409.00
$1,356,039.00
$971,320.00
$88,111.00
$0.00
$1,800.00
$0.00
$105,000.00
$0.00
$13,847,726.25
$2,882,027.69
$1,130,000.00
$522,772.00
$547,683.00
$458,358.86
$19,388,567.80

BID WITHDRAWAL:
No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of sixty(60)days after the date set for the opening of bids. Clerical
errors and omissions in the computation of the total lump sum bid shall not be cause for withdrawal of the bid
without forfeiture of bid bond. Bids may be withdrawn in person prior to the closing date for receipt of bids.
BONDING:
All bids shall be accompanied by a bid guarantee of not less than five(5%)percent of the amount of the base bid.
One Hundred(100%)percent Performance and Payment Bond shall be furnished by the successful bidder. All
bonding and insurance requirements are contained in the Instructions to Bidders and/or Conditions.
RICHT TO REJECT:
The Calloway County Fiscal Court reserves the right to reject any and all bids and to waive all formalities and/or
technicalities where the hest interest of the Owner may be served.
GENERAL INFORMATION:
The listing of major sub-contractors, unit prices and selected materials and equipment lists are required to be
submitted with the bid. Additional materials and equipment lists will be required to be submitted within two(2)
hours of the reading of the bids by the low bidder as described in the Form of Proposal.
It is imperative that a Representative be present at the Bid Opening for any company submitting a Bid. The
Representative must he in a position that he/she can answer any and all questions on behalf of company, in
regards to this project and questions that may arise concerning his/her company.
WAGE RATES:
Kentucky Prevailing Wage Rates are applicable to this contract.

DEBT SERVICE (Fund 400)
Annual Principal and Interest on Pleven-tie "Bonds.
Annual Lease Payments

BIDS REQUESTED
8`6527487.20
80.00

By order of the Calloway County School District Board of Education.
Jack D. Rose, Superintendent
Date: 10/10/96

•••

Tim Stone, Board Chairman
Date: 10/10/96

The, following bids are requested:
Bid Package Number

Description

1

Site Demolition, Excavation, Grading and Storm Drainage
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The Warehouse
Is Now Open
800 So, 4th St.
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DANCERS needed at Dos
House Cale in Pars TN
No experience necessary
Dancers average 1500/
week and up Please call
001-642-4297 alter 6pm
DAY shell help wanted
Apply at Dutch Essenhaus
Cafeteria 753 2334

igible
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le bid
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T53-7342.

LOGO SALES COORDINATOR, University Bookstore Full- time position to
begin November 1996
ALL natural weight loss
EXPERIENCED aide/ sit- Qualifications Bachelor s
products 489-2413
tar, needed for live-in care degree required with a minimum of three yews ex
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's of elderly lady 753-5964
penance in sales or retail
See & Sew 753-6981
EXPERIENCED waitress environment Excellent
HOUSE of Clothes, now for morning and afternoon written and oral
skills are
open Mon Sat 9 to 5,Sun 1 shift Apply in person at also required Must posto 5 Nice consignment clo- Granny's, 1006 Chestnut
sess time management
thing $1 00 Buys mens,
skills, strong organizational
women, children Jeans, HELP WANTED Earn up skills, and customer service
sweaters, sweat shirts, to $500 per week assem- skills Must demonstrate
dresses 13 Miles from bling products at home No the ability to work &hoeINFO
Murray on Hwy 464 Call experience
syely with a diverse group
1-504-646-1700 DEPT
489-2243 or 753-6981
of husiness people and the
KY-2021
university community- faTAX DEFERRED HVAC service technician culty, staff, and students
with minimum of three Must be serf- motivated,
ANNUITY
years experience in one to service oriented, and dedi6%
frve ton residential equip
cated to promoting the unirnent Pay and benefits de
INTEREST
versity. Computer skills
pend on experience level preferred. Responsibilities
Guaranteed 5 years
Call Responsible for developing
and ability
Monthly income
Murray State University
(502)753-8181 to apply
available!
logo merchandise in the
NC 500 11 fastest growing
region; responsible for
100% reinsured!
company in America Lookidentifying and scheduling
outgoing
ing
for
energetic,
100% investment
appointments with all offindividuals for local area
grade assets!
campus site locations,
800-574-3075.
making presentations,
Substantial penalty
LAW ENFORCEMENT coordinating orders and detor early withdrawal
JOBS NO EXP. NECES- livery to stores, and followSARY. Now hiring. U.S. up for inventory and reMcConnell
Customs, Officers, Etc. For stocking merchandise, asInsurance
Into Call 219-794-0010 ext. sist with alumni catalog
3007, Sam-lOpm, 7 days. sales and shipping, assistMurray, KY
ing on sales floor_ ApplicaLOOKING for Dynamic, tion Deadline: October 30,
753-4199
energetic, hardworking 1996. To Apply: Send letter
people! A well established
of application, resume, and
MURRAY Sewing Center. company is coming to this names, addresses, and
area
Looking
for phenoMachine quitting, $31.50 inphone numbers of three
cluding batting. 753-5323. menal individuals to train. references to Jack Vaughn,
Excellent income opportun
University Bookstore, MurSALES reps needed
ities! Interested? Call ray State University, PO
489-2413
Christina at 753-7994.
Box 9, Murray, KY
THE Republican Party METAL Roofing Co needs 42071-0009_
stands for responsibility in experienced metal roofing
our government Please re- & sheet metal workers. Pay
gister and vote Republican
is $10-13/hr & laborers
NIGHT/ WEEKEND MAN$8/hr. Interviews will be
AGER, University Book060
Oct. 24 from 12noon-2pm
store_ Position to begin
fie4)
at Dept for Employment
Wanted
Services, 1210 Johnson November 1996. QualificareBlvd, Murray, KY 42071. tions; Bachelor's degree
$1,000 WEEKLY stuffing
quired with a minimum of
NO PHONE CALLS
envelopes Free into Send
three years retail experiself addressed stamped PLEASE.
ence with progressive reenvelope to; Express Dept NEED immediately, indivi- sponsibility. Excellent writ96, 100 East Whitestone dual or family to provide ten and oral skills are reBlvd, Suite 148-345, Cedar home for young male adult quired. Must demonstrate
Park, TX 78613
with developmental disabil- knowledge of IBM, Apple of
A highly self motivated indi- ities in Murray area De- PC compatible computers.
vidual with great Interper- lightful young man, no be- Must be knowledgeable of
sonal skills for advertising hvior,.probleps, works college textbooks, general
sales in the Murray area. from tam to 3pm Monday books, supplies, etc of a
Job responsibilities include through Friday. Training university store Must be
sales, customer service, provided. Contract includes self-motivated and service
maintain established ac- residential payment, room oriented to our customers
counts and open new re- and board, monthly relief (faculty, staff, students, and
hours, vacation hours, and general customers from the
venue accounts, Must be a
responsible and enthusias- is renewable on a year to region). Responsibilities:
tic individual Must own year basis. Contact Debbie Responsible for the overall
vehicle and a valid drivers Croft, Respite/ Residential operation of the Uniirersity
license. Salary plus com- Services Supervisor, West- Store in the absence of the
mission. Send resume to: ern KY Regional MH/MR Director and/or Assistant
Board, Inc 502-442-5088 Director; responsibility/
P.O.Box 1040 C, Murray
control of merchandise inKY 42071
ventory, supervision of fullAVON sales $8-$15/hr No WANTED 10 people who time and student personbetter,
lose
want to feel
door to door No min order
nel; responsibility for all
18yrs+ 1-800-827-4640 weight and make money function of the University
753-9352
Ind/Ms/rep
Store to guarantee its efficient operation. Normal
academic working hours
are. Mon-Tues. 12:00 noon
to 8.00 p.m.. Fri. 12:00
niglt
noon to 9.00 p.m., Sat. 9:00
, CARpri f,FLO- 01
-1—COVERING
am to 900 p.m., Sun. 1:00
p.m to 4.00 p rn, (40hrs/
Doing it right the first time costs
wk) Additional hours will be
lees than doing it over.
required for special events
Fir Si Quality carpet, hardwood, tile & vinyl
during the school year ApWE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
plication Deadline: October
30 Years Experience
30, 1996 To Apply. Send
Jim Knight Sli•11 & Installation Tan Ti Rd Muttay
letter of application, reJay Knight
sume, and names, addresMitch
it Knight
Krught's
ses, and phone numbers of
Hwy 641 - 1 1/: Miles South of Murray to
three references to Jack
Ham.
KY
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards.
Vaughn. University Bookstore, Murray State University, PO Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009
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$31,000 FOR COLLEGE
39 days of pan-time emooyart can tie yours it you quality
De a member of The Ken
National Guard Earn
..,re than $3:00 during your
training. Mena'stip() money
a hire ime

Ug19Puck
Wa Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans,

and Vans For Moving

"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 651 /2,
according to Federal Law, they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3 Service
We represent 7 'A M Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service_ We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll tree:
1-800-455-4199

PAPA Johns Pizza now hiring delivery clovers Flexible hours, excellent pay
Drivers must be 18yrs old,
have reliable car and clean
driving record Apply in
person
PART time secret shoppers
needed for local stores
$10 25+/hour, plus FREE
products Call now
313-927-0863
•POSTAL
JOBS•
$12 68/hr to start, plus benefits Carriers, sorters
clerks, computer trainees
For an application & exam
information
call
1800 636 5601, ext
P3482, 8am 8pm 7 days
WANTED IN THE MURRAY AREA Individuals or
families to provide respite
or homes for developmen
tally disabled adults Training provided (starts
November 6 1996 in Mur
ray) Background check re
'wired For application or
more information contact
Debbie Croft Respite/ Re
sidenbal Services Supervi
sot, Western KY Regional
MH/MR Board Inc
502-442 5088

Classifieds
Qffice Opel;

'

7:30 cm. - 5 p.m.
Monday-Friday

Closed Saturday

'

Call Today
502-753-8210
or Toll Free
1-888-KY GUARD

ASHLEY wood burning
stove with venalaeon pipe &
roof stack King size
waterbed with waveless
mattress 753-7806 or
753-4563, ask for Mike

WANT to buy good used
piano for beginner Reasonable 502-376-2372
evenings

BABY bed, manress bumper pad It sheets, $50
Fisher Price hi-chat $25
Fisher- Price sleep and play
yard, $20 Pool table, $50
43&5508

Moldle
Kama Fir 66

CHILDCRAFT white 4
drawer chest/ changing
table and white wicker
rocker Cal 753-6463

070
Dome*
& CMWeewe

COMMERCIAL tanning
bed 44 but stand up unit10-15 P36510116 484-2116

CHILD care services offered Weekdays only. EMBERHEARTH wood
Call fireplace insert with blower,
6am-5 30pm
$100 753-1431
753-3193
CLEANING houses is my NEW gas log heater, $375,
business Reliable Call paid $475 Wurlitzer
electronic piano & stool, 64
Linda 759-9553
keys $350 Alto saxoEXPERIENCED babysit- phone
345-2968
ter, will watch children in my Farmington
home Mon-Sat any hours
NO Payment No Interest
ReaMonable rates
until April 1 1997 Or low
345-2278
interest rates on all Cub
HOMES or offices, can also Cadet lawn & garden tracdo inferior' decorating I'm tors Lambs Small Engine.
very dependable can work Industrial Rd 753-2925
any hours Call 753-6509
ROOM a/c, 7,500 BTU,
WILL dean homes/ offices used 3mos , $175 Troy Bolt
Hourly rates Call 345-2536 7hp rear tine trier, electric
and/or 489 2552
start full bumper guard,
used 10hrs, $950 Call
WILL sit with the elderly
753-4439,
after 5 30pm
References & experience
Call 753-4590
SEE us for your barn or roof
length
WILL sit with elderly, help metal Cut to
with chores or do house- Cover's 36 inches many
work Full or part time Ex- colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722
perienced 753-9649
100
Wetness
Opporkelty

SEWING machine cabinet
with 3 drawers $50.
Lescha Grinder, $40
489-2826

FRANCHISE opportunity, SUNFLOWER Seed,
high traffic area $150,000 $10.95 for 50Ib Many other
investment, unlimited in- Wild Bird feed varieties
come based on your work available. Largest bird
feeder collection in area
habits 502-247-2096_
Farmer's Farmacy,
759-2248.
120
155
Computers
Appliances
COMPUTER CLASSES
meduirn
size Fngi
ONE
NOW BEING HELD DAYS
AND EVENINGS FOR dawe freezer, chest type
WINDOWS 95, INTER- $175 753-7287
NET, MS OFFICE AND
160
OTHERS. CALL HAWKHead
INS RESEARCH AT
Fundeltirge
763-7001 TODAY.
IBM PS/2 with color monitor. Software includes
Maosoft Windows, Microsoft Word for Windows &
Lotus 1.2.3. Also included,
a IBM PS/1 Printer and a
computer cart. $700 obo.
753-4264
POWER Macintosh 7200
computer, color monitor,
flatbed color scanner, optical storage drive, 500 MB
HD, modern, color ink jet
printer, $2,700. Call
762-6628.
USED computers, bought
and sold 767-0858

ANTIQUE, solid oak library
table with drawer and spoo
legs. Excellent condition.
753-0485
NEW 36' Oak pedistool
table, new cafe table with 2
chairs, 2 round end tables,
stereo & youth mattress
Call, after 6pm, 753-2791

RAINBOW Vacuums New
used, rebuilt, repossessed
502-759-2454
200

140

Sports
EquiPmerll

Want
To Ihrf
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night
ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days, 753-1418
evenings
CASH for GI JOE toys, old
or new 753-7185

BHB Firearms has moved
to town, 767-9744 Pistols,
ntles, shotguns hunting
supplies
GUNS, buy, sell. trade
436-5650
SKI MACHINE Call after 6,
759-9839
210
Firewood

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
OLD farm, partially timber,
cash 753-4984

Say

A FIREWOOD for sale
4.37-4667

270

LARGE selection of used LARGE brick duplex in nice
homes. Dinkins Mobile private area, central HVAC,
Homes, Inc., Hwy. 79 E., gas, utility room. No pets,
Paris, TN, 1-800-642-4891. $400 per month. Lease
plus deposit. Available
MOBILE home for sale 11/1. 759-1087 after 5pm.
502-474-2335
ONE bedroom apt., unfurnMOBILE home space for ished, one block from MSU
sale, Rock Creek Estates Washer & dryer, No pets.
Cali Edwina at Grey's Prop- Deposit & 1 year lease For
erties
759-2001, more information' Rogers
742-4435
Enterprises at 753-5140_

2BR, no pets Must have
references 753-9866
2 OR 3BR, gas or electric,
central h/a Edge of city
limits. 753-5209.
RENT to Own, 2br in Riviera, 12x65, central gas
heat. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
Mobile
Home Lots For Red

In The Classifieds

Beasley Antenna Service
901-642-4077
Serting Henry di Surrounding Counties Since 1989.
Towers. antennas, rotors & amplifiers. We install,
repair & sell quality Channel Master parts. 40'
tower, antenna, rotor. amplifier 8c coax run for 1
TV 5650.00. 18- Echostar satellite system w/1 yr.
of America's top 40 programming +30 CD
channels(A 530(1 value)only 5499! After 1st year,
keep 40 channels for $19.99 or pick 10 channels
for 510 per month. Financing available with no
down payment'

OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

320

68 - 1/2 mile from
Jonathan Creek Bridge
Thurs.-Sat. 4-8
Sunday 11-8
Closing For The
Season Oct. 27th
502-354-6521

On Hwy

VERY nice lb( at Farmington Square, 11 miles from
Murray toward Mayfield.
Washer, dryer, stove, refng, dishwasher. Water &
trash pickup furnished.
$315/mo & deposit No
pets. 762-4483 8am-4pm,
345-2748 after 5pm.
VERY nice 3mo old, 2br, 2
bath duplex w/garage All
appliances including w/d,
central gas ha_ Lease plus
deposit. No pets, $575/mo.
906-B, N 20th. 753-3119.

Lidded
& thawbe

2BR carport appliances
furnished gas heat
$325/mo 415 S 10th St
759-4696

RAM for sale Regietbruc
Fiomanott 489 2654

2BR house completely
furnished $250/mo deco
sit requwed 753-0919 after
6pm

Pets
& $wam
3 BEAGLE puce 1 male 2
female 1 male Roth/miller
Call 753-5998 after 6pm

2BR stove refrigerator,
wood heat available New
Providence community
Deposit references No
pets 492 8594

AKC registered German
Shepherd puppies shots &
wormed Parents on pre
moos 901 364-6823

38R,2 bath,2 car garage vl
Pirates Cove 437 4180

BICHON Fuse, $200 Mal
tese $250 AKC shots &
wormed 3 & 4 weeks old
Place your order now
502 382 2831

3BR brick. near University
No pets year lease and
deposit Available now
759-4826
3BR house
753-3300

BLUE Healer' Border Collie
puppies 6wks old $35 ea
753 8506

no pets

3BR newly decorated ap
phances furnished No
pets 1310 Sycamore
Lease & deposit required
753-0932 or753- 5898
5BR 4 bath colonial style
home 1304 Olive Formal
living room dining room
large family room, large
kitchen, 2 car garage
$750/mo plus security deposit Contact Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222
LARGE 3br, 3 bath, in Martin Heights. single family
subdivision, $700/mo
753-5344
WELL maintained 38r, 1
bath house, attached garage, appliances furnished.
Edge of city limits/
Southwest District.
$500/mo, prefer nonsmoker. No pets
423-525-3181

DOG HOUSE Sale Start
ing at $34 95 Many sizes &
styles available Farmers
Farmacy, 759-2248
DOG KENNELS 10x10x6
$188, 6x12x6- $179 While
supplies last Farmer's Far
macy 759-2248
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858
WEENIE dogs AKC regis
tered Small miniature
Dachshunds black & tan or
red, 1st shots wormed
Can see both parents
90 1 2 4 3 4 6 3 5
o
901 243-4546
410
Public
Saki

Garage Sale
9790 St. Rt. 121 N.1
mile before CallowayGraves line.
Rain or Shine
Thurs., Frl. & Sat.
8 a.m.-7
Men's, women's, boys &
girl's clothes, toys,
bikes, furniture & misc.
items.

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
365
For Side
Or Lowe
LARGE tobacco barn to
sale or rent Coldwater
489-2116 leave message

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Two Party
Yard Sale
705 Nancy Dr.
Woodgate Subd.
Thurs. & Fri.
7:30 to 12:00
Little Tikes toys, infant
car seat, infant & toddler
boys & girl's clothes,
girls size 14 Clothes, 32'
metal exterior door,
misc items

Classified

641 Storage
Available Now
4x5 • 4x10 • 5x10
10x20 • 10x25

Call 753-5585

NOW HIRING 100 EMPLOYEES
The US Space & Rocket Center is searching for TEAM COUNSELORS to
work in the SPACE CAMP', ACADEMY & AVIATION CHALLENGE
programs for February 1997!
We provide free HOUSING, MEALS, PAID TRAINING, UNIFORMS & a
HOURLY WAGE. Training will begin Feb. 12, 1997
Make new friends front around the world while having an experience of a
lifethne in this academic camp environment!
A representative will be CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS AT THE Murray
SHONEY'S INN, 1503 N. 12TH STREET, OCTOBER 29, 1996, 8 affle. to 3 p.a..

ACZT

To schedule an interview, call the US Space & Rocket Center Monday,
Oct. 28 between 8 am. & 5 p.m, at 205-721-7128.

1413 HILLWOOD, available Nov. 1, nice 2br, triplex
apt. Appliances furnished,
w/d hook-up. lease, deposit, no pets, $350/mo
753-0814

US SPACE & ROCKET CENTER

1BR new apartment available now on Diuguid Dr
Appliances furnished including w/d, $325/mo No
pets Coleman RE
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray 753-4109
2BR duplex, like new, appliances furnished, gas
heat. deck $425/mo Deposit & lease required
436-5725

The
Dinner Bell Smorgasbord

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex with garage Appliances furnished, w/d
hookup, central gas h/a,
$525/mo. 1 yr lease, 1
month deposit. No pets
753-2906, 753-7536,

Name
Far Need

3.10
PRIVATE mobile home
Nome
space for rent. Bethel
For Neat
Church Rd Call 767-9436,
767-0879, 742-4435.
2BR, 1 bath brick house
with 1 acre, with fruit trees,
300
2 car garage, central air,
Business
gas heat out building. LoRentals
cated in Almo area. ConvieDOWNTOWN upstairs of- nent to 641. $70,000.
fice space overlooking 753-8341.
Court Square Rent $575 2BR, 2 bath, central h/a,
includes utilibes. 753-1266, appliances furnished, Also
OFFICE or retail space in 2-3br duplex Coleman RE.
Southside Shopping Cen- 753-9898
ter Available Nov 1
753-4509 or 753-6612

SPACE available in University Square Central gas
FIREWOOD, $30/ rick, will heat, skylight Open space
deliver. 436-2779
for retail, plus office and
SEASONED firewood storage Also ideal for professional office. See
436-2562
Loretta at Century 21.
753-1492

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 28R apartments,
Mandeb Apes, 1721 Golf
Course Rd Benton, KY
42025 527-1311 Equal
Opportunity Housing

BRAND new, 2br, 14 bath
townhouse, appliances
12x65 W/APPLIANCES, plus *rid furnished. $500
central hie, 2br, no furni- per month Iyr lease. Imo
ture Must be moved, deposit No pets. Call
$3,000 800 458 5867 or 753-2906 Of 753-7536
Murray 436-5330
FURNISHED efficiency
1986 ATLANTIC, 14x52, apartment for rent FurnES Coach Estates, $7000 ahed lakefront, Cypress
area $395/mo
rid
753-4153
436-5099
1990, 14x70 MOBILE
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
home in Coach Estate's
KY now taking applications
2BR, 2 bath storage build- You must be
62, handing included Newly remodicapped, or disabied. Rent
eled Call 753 8173 or based on
income. Hand492-8282
icapped accessible. Equal
1995 16X80 CENTRAL Housing Opportunity.
h/a, 3br, 2 bath Can ar- TDDI 1-800-247-2510
range financing to qualified 527-8574 or 492-8721
buyer Call Edwina,
COME see all the changes
759-2001 Grey's Properthat are taking place here at
ties, 762-4435 pager
Hiliciale We now have 2br
1996, 16x80, ATLANTIC, opts available, central h/a,
3br, mobile home. Classic lots of closet space, carpetpackage, loaded Solid oak ing, appliances furnished,
cabinets, glamour bath. added sec.unty, handicap
gas heat, dishwasher accessible Stop by our ofMany other extras Occup- fice to fiN out an application
ied only 3mos Price negoti- or call 437-4113 for directions. Office hours, Monable. 753-1186
Fri, 7:30-3:30, Equal Hous2 MOBILE homes on nice ing Opportunity TDDi
shaded lot $12,000 1-800-545-1833 ext 287.
759-4401 leave message
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake3BR, 17, bath, mobile land Westfy Village, lbr
home on good lot Wilson apartment, utilities inRealty, 753-5086
cluded, rent based on inFURNISHED 14X7Oft, come,62 & older, or handi1983 Fleetwood mobile cap & disabled. Equal
home for sale, asking Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888.
$9000 Call 527-5137

SAVE!save! save! Custom
order or buy your new
home from our huge inventory!! Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc., Hwy, 79 E.,
Paris, Tn. 1-800-642-4891
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent

78

OCTOBER 23 1996

3.10

Aranseenta
Pei Rani

WANTED:
Expenerced tire man
to Mange truck &
tractor Ives

WEDNESDAY

120

tie*
Waded

EXPERIENCED carpenter
in horning and finishing
Must be reliable 436-2766

753-7728

by an
wit be

060
Ns*
MOW

.
..
TP0-'0

P- 0.0.

2BR duplex with ache:ening
baths & large closets Refrigerator, stove, disposal
dishwasher, *rid Covered
carport Separate 20X30'
storage building in rear References required No pets
$575/mo Lease required
$575 security 753 3018
2EIR nice duplex. central
Ns, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 1,2 & 38R apartments Mur Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr,
Murray, KY 759 4984
Housing
Equal
Opportunity

hr@spacecamp.com
FOE

BOWING MET NOW HIRING
EXPERIENCED OM DRIVERS
I
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ATLAS CARRIERS,INC.
We Treat Drivers Like Family

FREE Hospitalization, Dental & Vision Insurance for the Driver and Family
Home Often•Peterbilt Conventionals• Recruiting Bonus•Layover Pay
Pickup/Slop Off Pay•Passenger Program and Much Morel
Minimum Qualifications
25 Years of Age with 7 Years Verifiable OTR Experience

Call 1-800-632-1346

We
••• -••

88

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

— •

WEDNESDAY

OCTOBER 23 1996

530
Ham
tams

Los
For Reis

Hoes,
For Sale

LOANS & Mortgages Bad
credit, OK 1 801 572 8843
eat 654

3 HUGE corner Iola in Presson Heights 500 het Worn
aty limas Al underground
aty oboes 753-2339

ECONOMICAL 4 5br
home. within walung distance to Murray High
Sdiool & MU Just now
listed with Kopperud Realty, $96,000 Phone
753-1222 MLSIP 3000793.

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waieng to purchase
homes-all price ranges It
you are thiniung of selling
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

MURRAY EsIWes Starling
at $18,000 Groat location
for now & the future
502 4 35 - 4487 ,
904-673-0040
NICE lot in Oakwood Terrace Subdension, great location dose to golf course
and school Must sell
502 527 7170

10 WOODED acres near
Ky Lake New Concord
$11950 Easy terms Also
5 acres Call 753-9302

-135
Lake
Properly
CHARMING secluded re
treat, Cozy quiet bungalow
on nearly and acre lot in Ky
Lake Development Subdi
vision Short distance from
water Bloch storage build
ing Satellite dir.h Other
'extras This a the ideal
vacation home second
home or retirement retreat
Owners moving due to ill
health Priced to sell at
$25 000 00 Call Larry
Kelly Associate Broker
C W Shelton Real Estate &
Auction Co Mayfield, KY
C W Shelton Principal
Broker Call Toll Free
Days 1 800 455-5864
Nites I 800 825-3231
CLOSE to Lake 12x60.
2br 1 , bath Mobile home
on 4 large wooded lots
Approx 1 , acres WCHA
All utilities 12x22 room addibon under construction
storage building h Mile to
boat ramp in Keniana Lake
Shore Heights 1st $13,500
buys it 502 436 5719 if no
answer leave message No
Realtors please

ACREAGE 1A to 275A
Goldwater area, owner h
nanang 502 759 4713

130050 ft house. 24x30
shop on 2 7 acres, adian
wig 4 lane on Van Cleave
Rd. $39,000 753-4525
28R. 1 bath house, 2 car
garage, wood floors Great
location, beautrtul lot Pr
iced in mid 60's Serious
calls only No Realtors
please Call 753-2446
M-F, Sam-4pm
2YR old home,4 miles horn
town. 3Ix 2 fuN baths 2 car
garage Large lot and lots of
extras 753-4761
3131R. 2 bath approx 3 miles
north of Murray Tastefully
Landscaped, very charming 753-1481
3BR. 2 bath brick 45 miles
west of Murray, $57,000
489-2449
48R 2 bath beautiful older
brick home with garage &
fireplace $90's Coleman
RE 753-9898

1 ACRE wooded lots north
of Murray City water & gas
753 1481
20 ACRES of rolling hilts
only 15 minutes from MSU
Days 753 8332 evenings
527-0180

760SO ft cabin, 2 stories
wood floors downstairs,
carpet upstairs. cedar siding Will need to be transported, $8000 Days
753-1323, evenings
436-5552 Ask for Chuck

FRESH on the market.
Charming 3br home new
MSU campus Neat as can
be Offered at $63,500.
Contact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 MISS 3000792.
FRESH on the market, this
quality built one owner 3br,
2 bath home built in 1990,
features separate living
room den wood burning
fireplace fenced in backyard, Anderson windows,
large private decking
beautiful professional landscaping All located on
quiet caner lot Owner a
being transferred, hates to
sell Contact Rich at Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 for
your showing of MLS8
3000797
LARGE 4 bedroom home
with garage city utilities
gas heat in quiet neighborUpper $30's
hood
492-8680
LOVELY house, 4br or can
be used as Moque shop on
1 aae corner lot in Hazel
400 Stateline Rd, $39,900
759-4520
NEAR University, 2 or 3br,
dining room, carport Unique design includes cedar
siding, loft with cathedral
ceiling, skylights Fireplace
with insert, utility room
Large lot with storage shed,
shade & fruit trees, evergreens, flowering shrubs.
space for garden New roof,
thermal windows, many
nice touches, $51,900 By
owner 753-7452
NEW 1600+ sq ft All brick
3br, 2 bath home Gas fireplace, whirlpool, large
deck, 2 car garage, in Preston Heights 753-8856 or
742-4985
NEW, 2 story, 4br, 2'4
baths Open foyer, columns. tile floors, etc, etc
City subdivision Ready to
sell. 759-2571, 435-4013,
435-4040
QUALITY built & value prload. New 3br house with
27, baths, central gas heat
lair, d/r with 10' ceilings, hr
with fireplace. home office
& 3 car garage Call
753-3903
ATO

Moioreyeise

aa

NEW — Dryvit exterior, 3 bedroom, 21/2
acre lot in newly
bath, 2 car garage on
developed subd. 2 miles from town. In mid

la

4WHEELER 1992230Su
zukt quad runner
753-4172,after 6pm

5130,000's.

436-5210

Edwina Bucy With Grey's Properties
Can Help You With A Loan Program!
-Guaranteed Housing Loans
•100% Financing - No Down Payment
•30 Year Fixed Rates
-Mobile Home Loans - Fixed Rates

Call Edwina. She Has A Home Wailing For You"
Home
767-9435

IMP ir- -aI Iw- w- 77 www-w

1984 BUICK Electra LTD
Nice' Phone 753-4849
1985 TOYOTA Corolla
GTS, 4cyl Sap, a/c. very
dependable, $1,250 obo
753-6885

-We Can Pre-Qualify In 10 Minutes Or Less

Office
759-2001

1983 CHEVROLET Cita
bon 72K miles, $350 Cal
762-6628

Pager
742-4435

wV I IMO

PON et 11 1 ,' lemisteiriiilitimetot,,i•

mis.I.L.A.I.A.A.-....L.A.A.A.LLIANLIA:A.A.

((ABSOLUTE AUCTION?)
NO MINIMUMS!NO RESERVATIONS!
SAT. NOV. 2ND AT 10:00 A.M.

THE HARGROVE PROPERTY
BE A &NT0FILO t_

63.5 ACRES
NEAR MURRAY, KY
, rom Murray Take Hwy 94 Northeast 11 Miles To
,
Palestine Church Road, Proceed West 1.7 Miles To
Redbud Road Proceed Southwest .4 Mile To Auction!!

THE HICO COMMUNITY
FANTASTIC MINI TRACTS - GREAT BUILDING SITES

IT.11:111.11i14T.:14.71114:fflITIF11;14
ACCESSIBLE ROADS FROM ALL DIRECTIONS
BEING OFFERED IN 6 TRACTS AND COMBINATIONS
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE

THREE 10 ACRE TRACTS - THREE 11 ACRE TRACTS

1987 CHEVY Turbo Sprint
5sp, red hatchback
49 XXX miles 759 9674

1990 TAURUS GL, 6 way
power seats, p/w, loaded,
$2300 753-3822
1990 PONTIAC Grand Prix
SE, loaded sunroof
753-6741
1991 NISSAN Sentra,
132,XXX mostty freeway,
$4,750 Day 762-2460,
nights 436-2848
1991 PONTIAC Grand
Prix, looks like new, runs
great, 2dr, red aluminum
wheels All around great
car 489-2206 night or day
'91 HONDA Prelude, excellent condition, sunroof, a/c.
p/b Must sell $7400
762-0189 leave message

[REAL ESTATE SELLS AT 10:00 A.M
Fill RPM ANACI-IIINERY
ME OS Tractor vo.N•w Tim. - famish M Tractor
NM 276 Twine TI. Baler - NM 256 Rake - Ford 501
7' Mower - IM 10' Wheel Ctilic - IN 2 Eltin Plow Tractor PTO S••d•r - S' Pull Type Rotary Cutter .
4Wherial farm Wagon - 3 Pt Box Blade - SMP Rear
Tine Till., - Wood Post - Snapper Riding Mower •
taistc•Ran•ou• Farm Items Sold After R••I Estate

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!

JAMES R. CASH
7-2,5 AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
J

gli

RU

502.4523-8466 - FAX 502-623-8885

RC
j

CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

Will Build To Your Specifications!
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers

1991 FORD Ranger XLT
5sp WC 60xra miles lwb
great Ores Excellent condi
Ion. $6900 753-5740

• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
530 N. eilt Si, (Neat to Lasater Masted • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOLTIIERN WALL SY.STEMS.

1994 CHEVROLET Sever
ado Dixie custom 25,XXX
actual miles, towns( 1992
Chevrolet Saverado step
side short bed 492 8685
5pm-8pm

mb Brothers

Tree Service

510

Campus

1.--1300-5.4.13-5.216.2
Tree Trininung
Free Estimates LICENSED & ENSURED
Trot Removal
24 rir. Service
Operated
&
Stump Removal
Gutter Cleaning & Owned
Cleanup Service
KY
Mulch Hauling
Light Hauling. Etc.
Landscapurg
TIM LAMB
Fa Line of
Hedge Trimming
Equipment
"Ou.rIttv ScrviceTr-re Spratmitj

1988 PROWLER 34f1 ex
°silent condition $9000
Creek
Jonathan
3 1 3 5 6 3 0 7 8 2 Ml
502-354-8768 KY
1994 DUTCHMAN pop-up
camper, excellent condi
bon sleeps 6 stove refngerator & awning Still
under warranty, $3,200 At
ter 4 30pm 753-3958 Seen
at 413 S 9th St Murray
CAMPER- Great for hunters, sleeps 2 $700
436-2455
520
Bomb
&

Maim

1

1986 14F1 Grumman aluminum bass boat. 1993
35hp Evinrude electric start
& trailer. 261b trolling motor,
live well & depth finder,
$1,750 Phone 753-2584 •

NIIIM11.111.1 1 IIII I
ATTENTION

1

Contractor or Home Builders

Cooksey's,Plumbing
LIcensed

Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement
I

h Phone 436-2667 I

KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

19FT Fiberglass Thunderbird boat. 85hp Johnson •
motor with trailer, $1,700
obo. 1980 Ford Counw motor, $75. Chevy small block
motor- 305 or 307, $50.
436-2951
r' •
530

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by arid see our showroom
409 SUNBURY

MURRA. (Behind Bunny Bread)

751-5940
•11111.1hns--44..

&SAMS

Offered
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal, tree spray
ing, hedge trimming, land
scaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured. Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
Lomb
436-5744,
1400-548-5262.

Prestige Homes
Building quality homes at an affordable
price. Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates.

A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray. Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437 3044
or 492 8737
A & A Lawn Care Leaf
mulching, raking & hunk
hauling Tree trimming
Mark Lamb 436-5791
AFFORDABLE quality
building you'll be proud of
Additions remodeling custom woodwork roofing,
vinyl siding, decks porches, fences and home repair Free Estimates
759-4441
ALL around hauling junk
clean up cleaning out
sheds/gutters Yard mulch
ing tree work Free estimates Joe 436-2867

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Kenmore, Westinghouse.
Whirlpool 30+ years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER. 436-5848

VMS

1987 FORD Aerostat mini
van, duel air. Mt cruise.
nice 93,XXX miles.
$3,850 753-8.453

ASPHALT DRIVEWAY
SEAUNG Free estimates
753-2279
BACKI-40E Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, dnve
ways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair. replacement 759-1515
BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134
BUSHHOGGING, box
blade, front end loader, 52'
tiller for garden & yards
Landscaping, yards
mowed & weed eated
Snow removal, free estimates Call Gary 753-0912
or Pop 492-8530
CARPET CLEANING
Emergency water removal
Expert furniture cleaning
Pet odor removal Free Estimates LEE'S 753-5827
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CLEANING- yards, barns,
sheds, attics, garages
Hauling Free esbmates
Luke Lamb, 436-5950

AUTO FINANCING
Bankrupt? Slow Pay? Credit Problem

CHEVROLET /11 •

1995 FORD Windstar GL. 1
owner, extended warranty,
$16,500 527-8980
1995 FORD Windstar GL, 1
owner, extended warranty,
$16,500 527 8960
son

Used
hada

1977 FORD F100 pick up
new tires excellent 302 en
gine $975 753 7271

Automated Loans
1-800-748-8353 Open 24
NO) %ION EN DOWN

Hours

NO MONEY

Drovs.

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this

2x2

consistency ad in classifieds
every day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.
Call

Services
Meted

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with FOMIKA Al
colors free estimates
Wulff 5 Recovery, Murray
KY 436-5560

ROOFING and paining. nano( extenor, etc. 25ynt
experience 10% Demurer
Senior Citizens Mowing II
Yard Maintenance
474-0107

LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
&Winona, roofing, siding,
tree estimates 436-2269

R & R Electnc Licensed
electrician Cal anytime
762-0031

LAMB'S Painting and Contractors No job too large or
Residential
small
SandblasOng Spray Painting 436-5950
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING has served Murray for
25 years AN new equipment cleans deep, dries
fast Free Estimates
753-5827
LICENSED for electnc and
gas 435-4358
MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers Licensed & Insured Phone 767-9630
NEED a carpenter'? Cali
753-2627 We do all types
of construction Specialize
in houses remodeling
decks, porches, garages
concrete, trim and other
odd sibs
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255

SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled, residential or commercial, Serval Gutter Co
753-6433
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753-5484
TELEPHONE lacks Installed, 835.00 Cable
gicks added moved Business telephone systems
sold and installed Custom
home electronics sales and
service Murray Telephone
and Electronics 753 7567
Prompt Reliable Service

THE Gutter Co Segunieb,
akiminum gutters variety
of cokes Licensed, in
sured Esernam avoidable
7584690
WALTER'S ConIrecang
Gerald Walkers, owner
Vinyl siding painting
decks, additions roofing
20yrs experience free es,
mates 753-2592
WANTED Odd lobs Land
soaping, mulchinig. hauling
gullet cleaning, pruning
lee removal, shrub trim
ming, etc For a free esti
mate call 753-9048 after
6prn Experienced
WE underpin mobile
homes CM 753-2627
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, micro
waves, Mon-Fn,9-12, 15
Free estuniMes Vim/kV
accepeacl 753-0530
v..11
FPIM
COMM

TRW Asphalt Duality Driveways Free estimates 1
Year warranty Call us for
the best looking driveways
wound 901-593-3212 or
1-800 484-3458, code
6243

FREE puppies, white, bled
& brown Will probably be
larger dogs, short haireo
Cal 527 3784
FREE to good home Full
blooded Doberman w
papers Approx 4-5yrs oki
474-2384

U.S. Postal Service unveils
Hanukkah stamp this week
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Postal Service unveiled a stamp
honoring Hanukkah on Tuesday,
the first in a holiday series celebrating America's cultural diversity and the first issued jointly by
the United States and Israel.
In a ceremony at Washington's
Adas Israel Congregation synagogue, Postmaster General Marvin Runyon and Israeli Ambassador Eliahu Ben-Elissar removed a
cloth covering a replica of the
stamp design, a menorah with
brightly colored candles, and the
word "Hanukkah" above it.
"Hanukkah reaches across cultural boundaries," Runyon said.
"It reminds all people that in the
midst of our diversity that we're
united by many common needs."
The joint issue of the stamps

cements the United States' "very
special relationship" with Israel,
Ben-Elissar said. "It warms our

hearts."
The stamps went on sale in
Washington and Jerusalem Tues
day, and go on sale nationwide in
both countries Wednesday.
After the unveiling, about 30(1
people crowded into a room to
buy stamps and souvenirs. Stamp
designer Hannah Smotrich signed
programs.
In the Holiday Celebration se
ries, the Postal Service plans to
issue a stamp reflecting a different cultural or ethnic holiday
each year.
The Postal Service also issues
Christmas stamps, and stamps
celebrating the Chinese Lunar
New Year.

753-5628

NO MONEY DOWN • No NtoN11( Dow
2

Services
Offered

We make a difference by being different!
Call today and see why your home
should be built with PRESTIGE"

P,
Call Tim Kinsey
527-8671 • 800-457-4866
104 W. 5th Street • Benton, KY

495

I

111
II•

1994 STRATUS DC with
150 Evenrude 2 depth finders, trolling motor, 2yr
warranty 753-6319

COUNTRY

1972 CHEVROLET pickup
fair shape 753-1481

FANCY FARM, KY 42039

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING

1989 FULL size Bronco
Iivd 81,XXX, a/c pis Mt,
cruise $9,500 Call
753-5341 days, ask for
Cherie. or John 71$7 9503
nights ask for Charies or
Becky

1987 PONTIAC 1000,
63,XXX miles, air, auto.
$450 down, $208 per mo
Bankruptcy, bad credit or
no credit, most quality WilALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
liams Used Cars. Hazel, foundations , slabs. sidewKY. 492-8898 or 492-8893 alks, driveways, buildings,
1989 MERCURY Marquis remodeling, repairs. AGC
LS one owner dean & certified 489-2214
smoke tree service re- ANTIQUE refinishing, furcords provided, runs great niture repair & custom
$4.900 obo 753-0926
woodworking 753-8056

15% DOWN, BALANCE 30 DAYS

SELLING REGARDLESS OF PRICE!

11088 CHEVY 5-10, red.
web 4cyl Sep arc, $2 150
obo 753-6885

S30
Senfiure
Offered

Serowe
Clewed

753-1916

For

Details

COMPLETE residential
construction New homes,
add-ons garages & remodeling Free estimates Call
753-7091

COUNTERTOPS custom.
Homes, trailers, offices.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
436-5560
C & P Roofing With 6yrs of
experience, we are waiting
to serve all of your roofing
needs Senior citizen discount We guarantee all of
our work. We have the
cheapest prices around.
Call now 502-759-3757
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks & fencing Excellent
workmanship Affordable
rates 753-7860

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Shots/.
DAVID'S Cleaning Services 'Cleaning' vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108.
FALL fix-up brnel All types
home repairs and improvements, from painting to
yard clean-up One call
does it all' Morns Property
Management 759-4599
FLOORING Sanding of old
hardwood flooring & refin
'thing or new white oak
installed, finished. $5/ft
complete 502-527-2993
FOUR Star Mobile Home
parts & service Everlock
vinyl under-pining lifetime
warranty, tan, beige, white
grey 492-8488
G & E Plumbing repairs
Free estimates 492 8680
or 759-5613
GUTTERS cleaned & re
paired No pob too small
527 7380
HANDYWORK/odd lobs
wanted No tob too small
Just give us a call
759 1184
HOMETOWN Building and
Remodeling We do it al
Licensed. Insured to
$300,000 Fred Osborne •
474 8621

r

Manufacturers use more than 5,000 ingredients in making cosmet
ics—including alcohols, alkalies. dyes. glycerol. oils, talc and waxes

HOROSCOPES
THURSDAY,OCTOBER 24,1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-778). Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
The approval of your peers will
mean a lot. A change of employment or residence will give your life
a new focus. As 1996 comes to a
close, profits rise. A creative project
that is launched early in '97 could
produce a rich harvest. Sign or
renew a contract without delay.
Romancing an old friend could lead
to a long-term commitment. Welcome a chance to travel abroad next
spring. The business picture brightens when you widen your network
of contacts.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: actor Kevin Kline,
NAACP president Kweisi Mfume,
poet Denise Levertov, Football Hallof-Famer Y.A. Tittle.
ARIES (March 2I-April 19):
Giving in to a strong desire solves a
problem. Do not feel guilty about
doing what is best for your career.
New professional gains come when
you show initiative.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A
good day for tending to business.
Handle the big decisions while delegating less important choices to others. Take a chance on a fresh idea: it
could prove highly profitable.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): A
conflict with a friend could involve
money. You will accomplish more
at work by sticking to a steady pace.
Do not be selfish with your loved
ones. They deserve the best!
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
Someone stirs up long-forgotten
emotions. Keep your temper in
check. Recognize the impracticality
of becoming involved with an irresponsible lover.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: When
someone at work challenges you,
youirare ready. The answers you give
may surprise higher-ups. You are on

a creative roll; keep it going. Get
home early.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221: A
friend's advice has more merit than
you are willing to admit. A conflict
over funds can be avoided. Look for
a new job if unhappy in your current
position.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Concentrate on maintaining harmonious
relations with your loved ones. Spe
cial treats and outings are favored
This evening you will be in the
mood to make merry.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Family members and close friends
are demanding of your time. Let
others know that you also have
needs and desires. Listen to a teenager without jumping to conclusions.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec
21): A phone call comes as a surprise. Be leery if a friend asks for a
sizable loan. Saying "no" will prevent a lot of heartache later on. Concentrate on work projects that will
help your career.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Avoid self-deception in financial matters. You cannot afford to
keep up with the neighbors. Instead
of dwelling on past mistakes, prepare for the future.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Compromise is necessary when
dealing with your partner or mate.
Make your time at work really
count. Rearranging your dairy
schedule will make it easier for you
to meet deadlines.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Your plans should run smoothly
today. You make an excellent
impression on a newcomer! Be
more realistic about romance
Someone with expensive tastes is
not for you.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are perfectionists, anxipus to do everything just
right. They will take special pains'(vith their appearanceand go all-out to
win people over to their point of view. Count on these charmers to attract
admirers the way honey draws bears! Honest and loyal. these Scorpios
detest hypocrites. They are determined to stand up for their principles no
matter what the cost. Wise parents will warn them against being too posses
sive in their personal relationships. A jealous attitude is a turn-off!
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DEAR ABBY

TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

W.C. Elkins discussed -The
Tea years ago
By The Associated Press
Profit Motive" at a meeting of
Dr, Virginia L. Richerson, asToday is Wednesday, Oct. 23rd, the 297th day of 1996. There are
Murray Rotary Club held at Mur- 69 days left in the year.
sistant professor of Department
ray Woman's Club House.
of Office Administration and
Today's Highlight in History:
Dan McDaniel, Becky Moore,
Business Education at Murray
Fifty years ago, on Oct. 23, 1946, the United Nations General AsBeverly Ann Goode, and Eddie sembly convened in New York for the first time, at an auditorium in
Sute University, was the keynote
Grogan, all of Murray, are mem- Flushing Meadow.
speaker at National Business Wobers of Choir of Murray State
men's Week dinner by Murray
On this date:
Business and Professional WoUniversity.
In 1864, forces led by Union Gen. Samuel R. Curtis defeated ConModene Grogan was installed federate Gen. Stirling Price's army in Missouri.
men Oct. 21 at Seven Seas.
as worthy matron and John GroMolly Ross sang and played
In 1910, Blanche S. Scott became the first woman to make a solo,
gan as worthy patron of Temple public airplane flight, reaching an altitude of 12 feet in a park in Fort
the autoharp at a salad supper
Hill Chapter No. 511 Order of Wayne, Ind.
meeting of Theta Department of
the Eastern Star.
Murray Woman's Club. She was
In 1915, 25,000 women marched in New York City, demanding the
Nature's Palette Garden Club right to vote.
introduced by Anna Mae
Thurman.
recently held its Placement
In 1942, during World War II, Britain launched a major offensive
Flower Show at the home of Mrs. against Axis forces at El Alamein in Egypt.
Births reported include a boy
Eunice Miller.
to Cheryl and Tony Raspberry, a
In 1944, the Battle of Leyte Gulf began.
Forty years ago
girl to Wanda and Jeffrey Muse,
In 1956, an anti-Stalinist revolt that was subsequently crushed by
The four-way stop at South
a boy to Donna and Thomas
Soviet troops began in Hungary.
12th and Poplar Streets will be
Swatzell, and a girl to Kathy and
In 1973, President Nixon agreed to turn White House tape recordstarted again by the Kentucky
Terry Beane, Oct. 18.
ings requested by the Watergate special prosecutor over to Judge John
Highway Deprtment, according to J. Sirica.
Twenty years ago
Murray City Councilman Darrell
Murray Mayor John E. Scott is
In 1978, China and Japan exchanged treaty ratification documents
pictured accepting an award for Shoemaker. Since the four-way
in Tokyo, formally ending four decades of hostility.
Murray's Solid Waste Disposal stop was eliminated, there have
In 1980, the resignation of Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin was
been a minimum of two accidents
System being named as the outannounced.
per week at the intersection.
standing system of Kentucky
In 1983, 241 U.S. Marines and sailors in Lebanon were killed in a
from Kentucky Governor Julian
Murray Memorial Gardens held
suicide truck-bombing at Beirut International Airport. A nearCarroll at the Governor's its grand opening on Oct. 21, acsimultaneous attack on French forces killed 58 paratroopers.
Conference.
cording to the Rev. Paul Heffell,
Ten years ago: The Reagan administration declared a cease-fire in
Kentucky's first Artist-in-themanager.
its diplomatic dispute with the Soviet Union, saying it would not retaRecent births reported at MurPark, Joe Miller, will conduct
liate for the expulsion of five more American diplomats from Mosseveral art workshokps at Murray ray Hospital include a boy to Mr. cow. In Game 5 of the World Series, the Boston Red Sox defeated the
Art Guild. Miller, a Utah native, and Mrs. James Jones, a boy to
New York Mets 4-2, taking a 3-2 lead in the series.
began his residence program at Mr. and Mrs. Charles Duncan, a
Five years ago: Cambodia's warring factions and representatives of
Kenlake State Park this month. girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerald Wiles,
18 other nations signed a peace treaty in Paris. The Atlanta Braves
The Rev. O.C. Markham, pres- a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
won Game 4 of the World Series, beating the Minnesota Twins, 3-2.
ident of Mid-Continent Bible Godsey, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
One year ago: President Clinton met with Russian President Boris
College, Mayfield, died from in- Paul Parrish, a boy to Mr. and
Yeltsin in Hyde Park, N.Y. The leaders agreed that Russian troops
juries sustained in a traffice acci- Mrs. Wyvan Holland, a boy to
would help enforce peace in Bosnia, but remained deadlocked on the
dent in Stewart County, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rowland,
issue of NATO command. A jury in Houston convicted Yolanda Saland boy to Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
about 5 p.m. Oct. 22.
divar of murdering Tejano singing star Selena.
Archer.
Thirty years ago
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TO FIND
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liNE REALLY
MISS PLAYING
BRIDGE WITH
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AND WE DON'T
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NEARLY AS
MUCH AS YOU
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DEAR ABBY: 1 am writing on
behalf of families who have lost a
Loved one, or have a family member
who is seriously ill. Preparing food
for the grieving family is one of the
ways to show love and concern.
However, I would like to suggest
that the food be sent in disposable
containers.
The last thing families need to
worry about is which dish, platter
or bowl belongs to whom, or how to
return it to the rightful owner.
Many disposable containers are
available at minimum expense.
Another suggestion would be to
shop garage sales for "odds and
ends" plates and casserole dishes
that are attractive — but not something that would need to be
returned. During difficult times, our
efforts should be to make life as
easy and uncomplicated as possible.
DISCREET IN LOUISIANA

DEAR DISCREET: The last
time I endorsed disposable dishes the environmentalists disapproved in droves. However,
your second suggestion is a
very good one if you have the
time and money to shop the
yard sales. If not, an address
label attached to the bottom of
the container should ensure its
return.

DEAR BROTHER: Your
brother's inability to control his
explosive temper is unfortunate. His outbursts may have
little or nothing to do with the
situation that appears to trigger
his tantrums.
Anger expressed inappropriately can have devastating
effects. As I explain in my booklet "The Anger in All of Us and
How to Deal With It," counseling helps people learn how to
express their anger appropriately. Support groups also may
help. For a referral, contact
your local mental health
agency. You will find it in the
Yellow Pages under "Counsel-
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DEAR ABBY: My younger brother "Mike" and I are partners in a
small man ufactunng business. The
problem is my brother's explosive
temper.
When an employee makes a mistake. Mike literally throws a
tantrum, kicking things and cursing
at the top of his lungs. This is never
done in private. He screams and
criticizes the employee in front of
anybody who will listen. Since he is
"the boss," the employees just take
it and silently curse him back. This
makes for a miserable work atmosphere.
I have repeatedly told Mike that
his tantrums make him look foolish,
and his employees should not have
to put up with his tirades. He apologizes, then loses his temper all over
again.
Unfortunately, I can't fire him or
punch him in the nose (which is
what he needs!). I don't think he
realizes that his behavior is cruel
and insulting. How can I get
through to him?
BOTHERED BROTHER

CONTRACT BRIDGE

DAILY COMICS
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1996

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

He won the queen of clubs lead
with the ace and played a diamond
to the queen. West took the king and
led another club,dummy's eight forcing East's king, which declarer
ruffed.
South ruffed a diamond in
dummy and cashed the A-K-Q of
trumps, leaving West with the one
and only remaining trump, the ten.
But West found himself powerless
— despite his apparently commanding position — when declarer proceeded to run his diamonds. West
ruffed the fifth round of diamonds,
but then had to lead a spade to
declarer's king and so hand South
his tenth trick.
At the second table,South wound
up in three notrurnp and went down
one when he encountered superb
defense. West led the four of spades,
the unbid suit, covered by dummy's
six. East then made the fine play of
the five, taken by declarer with the
ten.
The non-appearance ofthe deuce
or three on the first trick made it
clear to West that East's five was a
come-on signal. So when South entered dummy with a heart and tried
a diamond finesse, West took the
king and played the ace and another
spade to put an end to declarer's
hopes.

DEAR ABBY: Several weeks ago
you printed a letter from a retired
police detective. He wrote regarding
the woman whose husband insisted
on sleeping with their bedroom window open. Has neither of them ever
heard of drilling holes in the frames
of the upper and lower sections of
the window, with the lower window
raised approximately 3 to 4 inches,
then inserting a long nail or a bolt
through the holes?
The windows are then locked in
an open position too small for an
intruder to gain entry, but with
enough space for ventilation.
For many of us who live in areas
of the country where air conditioning is necessary only a few days a
year, this has been a practical and
safe solution.
A READER FROM
THE NORTHWEST

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: About five years
ago I was given prednisone for an
incurable eye disease called uveitis
The bidding:
that caused almost total loss of sight.
North East
Over the years, the dosage has been
South West
Pass
1 NT
reduced, and my doctor decided the
Pass
1*
disease was in remission. I began a
Pass
4+
Pass
3
slow withdrawal from the drug. Since
4
Pass
4*
then, I've experienced horrible joint
Opening lead — queen of clubs.
pain, and nothing I take relieves the
Blood tests show no evisymptoms.
It is desirable to have at least
dence of arthritis in my system.
eight trumps in the combined hands
DEAR READER: Certain forms of
to play a suit contract, but there are
chronic arthritis can also affect the
times when one must settle for less.
eyes. If, for example, the uveitis is
Consider this deal from a teamtreated with prednisone (a steroid),
of-four match where, at the first
the joints may remain painless
on
table, South reached four hearts
because inflammation all over the
a 4-3 fit. This contract proved to be
body is suppressed by the drug. Once
declarer's
satisfactory, even though
a person reduces the dose of predtrump margin over the defenders
nisone for discontinues the medicine),
was only seven to six, and even
the joint pain may reappear in spades.
though the missing trumps did not
Despite your normal blood tests, I'll
bet that you have some type of underlying arthritis, such as lupus or
rheumatoid arthritis. Raise this issue
with your family physician. who
should be able to sort things out or
refer you to a rheumatologist for furassistance.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I have always
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family doctor and dentist. My doctor
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prescribed Zovirax I have gotten no
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Sob
3
33 TV's Hot Lips
tions in the mouth and on the lips are
Swimmer
flow
—
20
—
9
Knoll
4
units )
usually caused by the herpes virus,
22 Scream
10 Roman road
5 Ms Burnett
34 Hair protein
23 — Minor
11 "— on the
which can successfully be treated
6 A Sullivan
37 Bone (Latin)
24 Evigan ID
with prescription anti-viral drugs.
25 Experienced
10 11
9
8
7
6
4
5
3
2
such as Zovirax. However, in some
1
person
cases, the cause is unknown.
Rich
29
—
14
12
A few years ago. there was a flurry
31 Sub —
11UUU
(secretly)
of interest in using lysine pills, an
16
i ;
32 Consumer
amino acid necessary for protein
35 UK mil pilots
metabolism, to cure cold sores.
21
• .I
20
36 Disregard
it really wasn't effective, this
Because
39 — Teresa
26
25
24
22
fad has been largely abandoned.
42 Diphthong
44 Court
You probably have a herpes infec30 31
•
32
2'
46 Pig sounds
tion There are several reasons why
47 Newspaper
the Zovirax may not have helped you;
.
37
,:
item (abbr.)
33
too little too
48 Roman tyrant perhaps you were given
late, for example.
41
42
.1
49 Request
39
38
52 Arid
To begin with, you should have a
4f.
54 How — —
43 44
virus culture of one of the blisters or
love thee
ulcers when it first appears Your
55 Youngster
40
47
physician can order the test Then,
56 Parisian
48UU
on the result of the culture,
depending
season
,
5?
51
59 That is (Latin the doctor can prescribe appropriate
abbr)
therapy, such as Famvir, another anti99
60
98
5'
viral drug The medicine (in pill form)
will usually abort an attack of sores if
61
61
it is taken early enough (at the first
62UUU
sign of infection( Ask your family
physician to supervise and coordinate
your therapy
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 23, 1996

SHOP HERE FOR A

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
7-9
Sun.
11-7:30

ALUE

OF FOOD

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
Boston :uft
Style

Fresh

GROUND
BEEF

PORK
ROAST

73% Lean
Family Pack 3 Lbs. or More

U.S. No. 1

IDAHO
POTATOES
5 Lb.
Bag

Fresh

$1.19
Ham Slices
12 az. pkg. $4.29
Texas Beef 24 oz.(6 count)
Bar-B-Q Sandwiches
pkg. $3.69

Beef Any Size Package

Pork Steak

$2.29
Lb. $3.69
Lb. $3.69

Cube Steak
T-Bone Steak

Lb.

Boneless Top

Sirloin Steak

Lb.

Fresh

FLOUR

09
5 Lb.
Bag

1GA

89`
$1.59

Bag

12 oz. pkg.

Oscar Mayer Meat

Wieners

is OZ.

$1.29
2 for $5.00

\ New Crop
Florida
PINK
GRAPEFRUIT

Plain or Self-Rising

Lb.
Nunn Better Self-Rising

Meal

5 Lb. Bag

89c

Tenn. Red or Yellow Delicious
Apples
3 Lb. Bag

$1.89

DOUBLE MANUFACTURER COUPONS EVERYDAY! SEE STORE FOR DETAILS.
__
.
„„____

_
Or „ ,drr
RITE
\'-- RC, DIET RITE and
,I,

Fat Free Salads

FLOUR

,._1
ALLPURPOSE '
FWL.R4Viipsu-"D

39
Wieners

Ready-To-Eat Carrots
California 10 or 12 oz.

Martha White

SELERISING

FRYER
BREAST
Pack

Bunny Love 16 oz. Bag

Clifty Farm Boneless

0, wow
' cowc
vt-o`i
ste f.

_,..
emegove
,>
coR\lc coBN c
0.-FLAKE4 FI-Pto
-›-__
,
,
'GA' 10
'
4
'
N
...4-7 .Y _,

SUNDROP COLAS

CORN FLAKES

24 Pack 12 Oz. Cans

18 Oz. Box

$599
Peter Pan 18 oz. Jar
Peanut
Butter
KELLY --KELLY 7

$

69

KELLY.---'

*
t
f

i POTATO CHIPS

12 Pack 12 Oz. Cans

9 Oz. Bag

DIET IT, BR
Di PEPPER, DE DR, PEPPEB

r.

2 Liter Btl.

2,111

;,.
.,...1.....,..,-

4:1V
tltij

0A
ct.

et•;%

eflullilr-jri'••;;.‘

39

C

$299
VA
egetable

$

99

48 ox.

Oil

Li

...,,,,

,0

With Color-Plus
27 Wash Size 3.93 Lbs.

2 It

Double Luck Cut'
14 oz. Can
Green Beans

,

FAB U

F $3

ta

ICA

alk

.:-%:,•"_(----T# --- , • r:,(
Lay's Anode. avors

PEPSI PRODUCTS

99C $299
In
$199

Kellogg s Honey Crunch
15 oz. Box
Corn Flakes

.,

(43 Lay& '

r

/ 11
,

I

,

K .r

C ILI
Kelly s

CHILI W/BEANS
15

OZ.

Can

. C,
tri., i •'' R.
Prairie Farms 100%
. Pure

ISling
ICA

CRACKERS
Lb. Box

:100tAt's

Hupt's
.
w, ruff

Bunt s

V""ut

Hunthi
a
e riptur

ICA

APPLE JUICE

1/2 Gal. Paper Carton

24 Oz. Bottle

2 r. 3

I

I

131

HOMETOWN NAND.
• -

-A

KETCHUP

C
G9
89
* 2

•
"--.40.

-

4

ORANGE JIIICE
F

Prices Effective
Oct. 23 • Oct. 29

7:44` g

• ••

'

64 oz. Bottle

R

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.

